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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right.'1
HOY, MORA. COUNTY, NEWHEXICD, SATURJAYr3lARÜir57l92r
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HAPPILY WEDDED

JOINT RECEPTION

HARDING COUNTY
given
the
has just
that
CREATED BY
tin formerly of this,
evening
Griffin of near Abbott
quietly married at Raton
affairs
LEGISLATURE
facts that
for February

The joint reception
reached
by
News
Homestead Lodge No. 46 and S.A. office
Miss Clara Marthe Harmony Rebekah Lodge
place and
No. 24 last Monday
was Wesley
one of the finest social
were
18th. The
that has been' givin in Roy
we get on the wedding are about
a long time.
The reception was givin by as follows: After the close of
the members of these two pro- school last Friday the 18th Mr.
gressive Lodges to their fami- Griffin called, to take Miss Clara
lies and a few invited friend home, but instead they drove to
and the large masonic hall at Raton and as the "Poet" would
wnich the reception was given say it , "As the old clock tolled
was crowded to its capacity and the half past two hour, they
over 200 partook of three course were joined in Holy Wedlock".
The Bride is so well known in
lunchoen served by the
Roy that it is useless for us to
A number of fine talks were try and say a great deal about
given by prominent Oddfellows her, every one knows her to be
during the evening; those ma- one of the highly accomplished
king addresses on the good of young ladies of Roy and Mills.
She is the second eldest daughthe order were, Judge Taylor of ter
of Mr. and Mrs.J.P.Martin,
Clayton, Rev. Russel of Dawson
formerly
of Mills and Roy but
and Messrs Floersheim and
now
Gallup.
of
She is a former
furniwas
Music
McGinnies.
shed by Mrs. W. R. Brashears graduate of the Roy Schools and
and Mrs. Gerald Dodds at the is widely known over the mesa
piano, and Prof. Gerhart with as a talented "Soloist" and for
few years has been
the clarionet. Mrs Dodds and the pastschool
at and near Mills
sang
duets
several
Mr. Bonifis
and Mrs. Harper of Mills' gave and at which place she met her
former husband.
two readings.
' The
Groom Mr. Griffin is
part
of
important
The most
son of Mr. and Mrs. T.M.Gr-iffi- n
the
was
the
program
evening
the
of near Springer. He is a
splendid lunch which was ser- prosperous
young farmer and
10.30
at
Rebekahs
by
the
ved
we
believe
his
bride has made
and talk about eats, well there an excellent
choice
as her future
serving
was enough left after
guide through life, and we can
over 200 people to serve at also state
that the lucky groom
least half that many more, and should
congratulate
himself for
presmany
to
the
they proved
won such á remarkable
ent that they were experts when having
young lady as his future helpit comes to making preparations mate.
and carrying them out for servWe understand they will
ing lunchoens,
make their future home on a
chaiR, C. Grunig acted as
ranch near
rman throughout the evening gioom has aSpringer where the
home preparand handled the job as only one ed just large little
enough
for two.
out
carry
to
how
who knows
The Spanish American as well
Another as
things successfully.
their
in and near Roy
important and appreciative part wish the friends
happy young couple all
singing
was
the
program
of the
the joys of life.
and yodling by Mr. and Mrs Max
Gswind and Ernest Fluhman
Commence practicing to write
assisted by Mr. Fred Fluhman.
Roy, Harding County, New
it;
They gave a number of songs Mexico.'
Wont it be hard to
evening
during
the
and Yodles
Mr. and Mrs Gswind and Mr. quit writing. Roy, Mora County
since we have written it so
Ernest Fluhman are new arri- - Jong.,..:.;-.
page)
editorial
on
Xcontinued
:
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CONSOLIDATION
MEETINGS.

MORE TAXES NEWS

.

We have been asked to get the
During the past .week the exact tax levies of Mora Coimt.v
School Board of Roy has been and ve have written to the Coubusy arranging with several of nty Treasurer and he reports
the Outlying districts to con- the levies are as follows.
The State and Countv lew
solidate with District No. 33
(Roy). The board sent petitions combined is $2.257; the special
into several of the districts and levies in the County are .45 and
in Montoya Pocket and Rock the levies for the Village of Roy
Springs the patrons are nearly .óvz cents. This is fighred on
the basis of $100.00 assessment
unanimous for. consolidation.
GOVERNOR MECHEM SIGNS BILL
However in other districts value. Now if you have kept
especially Brand and Liberty your assessment card of last
ROY GETS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL.
there seems to be considerable spring which you received from
opposition to the consolidation the assessor you can readily
COUNTY SEAT GOES TO MOSQUERO.
the main objection being the see where your taxes are going
long distance to Roy. In Brand and why. they are so high.
The New County of Harding seen its first light of day last Tueparticular the familv livine The taxes in the Districts
sday afternoon when the Lower house passed the bill which was in
furthest from Roy lives 21 miles outside of Roy are figured on
passed in the Senate last Saturday. The bill was passed in the from town and theyieel
a basis of $2.707 per $100.00 as
Senate by a vote of 12 to 8'and in the house by a vote of 39 to 6. the Auto routes would bethat
sessment and in Roy $3.099
too
Governor Mechem signed the bill Wednesday morning and thus long and
The whole assessment in the
would
it
consume
has ended a fight between the Legislators of Mora and Union much time to get the pupils too
to county is about $2.75 higher
Counties which (has been a contention in the State Legislature school The same
obiection was than last year, that is this amofor the past fourteen years.
unt on each $1,000.00 assesfound in Liberty District.
Harding County the infant County of New Mexico will have an
A mass meeting was held in sment. Get your assessment
assessed valuation of near $8,000,000.00 and will be of the third each of the two districts, one cards out and figure it out your
class for at least the present. The County will be about 50 miles at Liberty on Friday night and self from the above table.
long north and south and about 55 miles wide. It includes all of one at Brand on Saturday
night
Mora County ast of the river which takes in the Mills, Roy and and the matter was gone over
Solano precincts. In Union County it takes in two townships in thoroly, and the advantages as
Rev. Russel came down from
Range 28 and 29 in Township 22, then it drops south to township well as the disadvantages
were Dawson to attend the joint re21 and takes ranges 30, 31, 32 and 33, and follows the range line brought out
at these meetings. ception of the Oddfellows and
between 33 and 34 south to the Quay County line. Thence folPetitions will be presented Rebekahs. We are glad to see
lows the Quay line to the Bell pasture and along the east side of
to
each of these districts and Rev. Russel in town and hope
the Bell pasture to the Mora County line.
can do as they wish on the that he may some day become
The bill goes into effect within 90 days after the adjournment they
a resident of our little town
matter,
of the legislature which will be about June 10th. The County come for Roy wants them to again.
in with them if they wish
officers to serve until January 1st; 1923 will be appointed by Govnot
but
unless the greater ma
ernor Mechem.
jority
willing.
are
Who will be the new officers
to
get
which
will
County
start
with
will
$30,000.00
The New
Harding County? Well this
of
western
The
part
of the Old
be used for making Copies of records and paying officers and
will soon be settled and
matter
Wagner
is
on
figuring
district
other expenses until the 1921 taxes are in. Harding County will
we are willing to leave it to the
Roy,
petitioning
have
into
and
goes
indebtin
unpaid
bill
The
when
effect.
texas
get
the
all
also
Governor Mechem
edness of Union and Mora County will have to be assumed propor- an Auto route to bring their judgement of Eight
to
and thirty-nin- e
Twelve
children
to
Also
school.
the
county
provided
been
for in the bill.
and has
tionately by the new
like the
look
six
to
don't
The County Seat is located in the bill at Mosquero and a bond southern end of the Brand dis- opposition
at
much
Santa
did
doing
on
is
figuring
trict
the
issue of $25,000.00 may be issued for county buildings. The
worked for the
they
unless
Fe
they
closer
same
thing
are
as
County
will
be
ROY,
Harding
located'at
County High School for
bill.
the metropolis of the County and $10,000.00 is provided for the to Roy than to their present
great
be
would
house.
schol
a
It
furnishing of the High School building which will be built this
thing for the whole mesa if the pupils and would probably cost
summer.
I
The credit for the creation of the New County is given to the territory from the county lint a little more but it would surely
legislators of Union and Mora Counties, and particularly Senator on the east to the Red River on be worth the extra cost.
Roy wil soon begin the erecaiso the West and from the Mills
Mitchell, Representatives tfrocK, caca, íck ana lieauy.
to the numerous workers from Roy and other towns who have district on the North to the tion of .her County High School,
the territory
riven their time and expenses to the work. Particular mention Solano District would be conso- and we want all district,
as we
district;
large
one
the
possible
lidated
in
into
mayor
.
a.
mown,
oí
itomigo
lopez
tne woik oi
should be made
school
.7
probably
best
expect
the
would,
have
this
to
require
F. A; Roy, E.P. Brown E. Gallegos and numerous other citizens.
or 8 auto trucks to carry iShe in eastertfiw "Mexico. f It is the intention of the Spa- . ' U
J.
1LA
io puuusu uie
entire bill within a few weeks
We appeal to yoit for your Battery
and also print a map of the new
STORE- NEWS
work and Magneto recharging.

Bill Passes Senate Last Saturday
And House Tuesday Afternoon.

teaching
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The politics of the new county
of Harding will.be doubtful as
at the last election, figuring
on the basis of the vote for Con
gressman, the county would be
Republican by 17 votes, and no
doubt the political compaction
wil be in doubt until after the
first general election which
will be in November 1922.
The progress of the new co
unty will be given each week m
so if you
the
want the news of Harding Co
unty, kep posted thru reading
the columns of this most valued
Mesa paper.

THE TWO GREATEST EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF
NORTH EASTERN NEW MEXICO ARE THE CREATION
OF HARDING COUNTY AND THE ORGANIZATION OF
THE MESA
CO. .IT IS SAFE TO SAY
THAT NO OTHER EVENTS WILL HAVE A GREATER INFLUENCE ON THE FUTURE PROSPERITY OF THIS SECTION OF THE STATE.

Spanish-America-

w
W

The united action of the people of this section, which
has made possible the securing of this splendid New County,
and the organization of the Mesa
Co. is an
ideal illustration of what can be accomplished by forgetting
party, or township lines and working together fora common
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WE HAVE

MADE AN EXCELLENT
START, NOW
LET US TAKE OFF OUR COATS AND BUCKLE IN TO
THE JOB OF MAKING THIS THE BEST COUNTY, AND
CO. IN THE STATE.
THE STRONGEST

H
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The

Legion will

American

stage one of their
"
at Mills on Saturday night

Ed

"good-times-

id

Ma-

rch 12th, 1921,. All
men particularly those of Mills
and vicinity are invited to be
present and rrmg the ladies.
The event will hs held at the
Wilson Hotel and it is hoped
that a good attendance will be
there as it is for the purpose of
men
getting áll the
in touch with, the Legion and at
the same time have an enjoyable time. Remember the date
and be on hand.
ce

H

Through the fine spirit of the FLIESS BROTHERS, we
have now secured the four lots to the north of Becks Garage,
giving us an ideal corner for our new store building in Roy,
construction of which will begin at an early date.
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We also have secured the best piece of trackage front
in the town of Mosquero, our new County Seat, for our Elevator and Warehouse at that point.

Yes we lost the Mora County
printing but it would have done
us a little god as we would have
not ben in the county long enough to reap much benifits from
it.

SO MUCH NEWS THAT WE ALMOST FORGOT TO
CANNED GOODS,
SAY WE STILL HAVE POTATOES.
AND BOX APPLES, AT SPECIAL PRICES.

.

THE MESA

THE SERVICE GARAGE
Raymond Pendleton

-

Silos and Dairy Equipment
A De Laval Milker

Gerald Dodds

ailment your
car may have.

,

Be a Dairy Farmer

&

We'll correct any

Let us quote you
price? and terms on

on

Lets all bury the hatchet
now as the fight is over and
make Harding County the banner County of New Mexico. We
will be
are in for it and the
found boosting for the whole
county all the time.
S-- A

is

'

f

Our work is guaranteed
to give absolute

,.

""""

purpose.

n,

J, E. BUSEY CO.

Well we lost the County Seat
but won the High School. We
should worry, Roy. is the metropolis of the County and will always remain so.

COMPANY
4&

Where you get the most for what you sell,
and. pay the least for what you buy.

No doubt the first officers of
Harding County will be Republicans but who knows the
of the second set of offi
cers? we aon t.

poli-tic- ts

IS

Demonstration.

servicable satisfaction.

On Service Corner
In The Town Of Roy.

peoa
Del Monte Preserves
Peanut Butter . . .
Tuna Fish
Macaroni, Spaghetti. Noodles
Guittard Chocolate. 1 Pound
Old Homestead Flour.

.........

Special
.45 Cents
.Special
25 Cents
Special.
.15 Cents
Special
.....10 Cents
Special. .
.50 Cents
Special per Cwt. . .$5.00

..........
.........

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
Celery, Tomatoes, Cucumbers,
Lettuce, Radishes, Parsley,
Green Onions, Cauliflower
and Egg Plant.
At prices to fit your purse.
(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade'

THE

In your Grand- Mother's Time
Carroll,
took Dr.

fie We

!

the

measles: also for
torpid liver and

Relief

f He

6

at

Copyright.

nlnrhr.

ly benefited."

MRS. O. S. KNIGHT,
St.
The Discovery Is put up In liquid
or tablets, without alcohol, and sold
by all druggists.

Above the Fogs.
There Is one feature of the crossing
of the English channel In airplanes
which possesses special Interest, name
ly, avoiding the fogs which are the
greatest source of danger to vessels
In that crowded sea tract. It Is said
that by keeping at an elevation vary
ing from 1.100 to 1,300 feet the aviator Is able to pass above the fog that
covers the water.
During the recent airplane passen- ger trips from England to France this
lift
been brought out In striking
fiisbion.

Can't Please a Woman.
"Was the operation successful?"
aikrHl one physician of another.
"M was brilliantly so In the facts
U demonstrated.
Only one person did
not seem pleased with the results," re
turned the second physician.
"And who was that?" Inquired the
first.
"The patient's widow."

KILL RATO TODAY
Using

lbs GenulM

STEARNS'

1
fb

ELECTRIC PASTE
ffftftrantrMi "kl Iter" for Rate, Mloe, Cockroaches,

Anw nod WfttHrbuira
the grvatesl known carriers
of d4Maae. Ther destroy both food and property.
htnarrtH' tf.iwtrlo Paste force ths pests to run
front the building for water and fresh air.
BHAOY KOK
THAN TRAPS
IM metióos In 16 UntraaffffS In ererr box.
Two llsea, S&c and IL.6Ü. Knoutrh to kill SO to 400 rati.
V 8 Government bay It.

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
end movement becomes painful it
is usually en indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by talcing

COLD MEDAL
UEPf

i

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
bladder and uric add troubles,
famous since 1098. Take regularly sod
keep in good health. Ia three sUes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
Leofc for Lb. mum. CU MUI mm erwy be
liver,

amé sawpQ

mm

InrilsAtaai

Firs. Hicks Relieved
By Four Eatonics
"I have taken four Eatonlc tablets
and they relieved me of sour stomach.
I recommend It to everybody," says

Mrs. O. P. Hicks.
If stomach Is not digesting your
food; if you have sourness, bloating,
food repenting, Indigestion or Jicld
stomach, Eatonlc will remove the

cause by taking up and carrying out
the acidity and gases, bringing quick
relief and healthy digestion. Why suffer stomach trouble? Why not keep
your digestion normal and enjoy good
health T An Eatonlc taken after each
meal will prevent discomfort and pain.
Make the test today and see how
quickly this wonderful remedy acts.
It comes iu handy tablet form. Carry
It with you. A big box costs only a
trifle with your druggist's guarantee.

CHAPTER

IV Continued.
14

He called once to Lennox, snatched
the shotgun that still stood where be
bad placed It In the corner of the
room, and hastened to the corral. The
mare whickered plaintively when he
took her from her food.
e

e

When Snowbird first heard the step
In the thickets beside her, she hailed
bravely and held her lantern high. She
understood at last. The very extremity
of the beams found a reflection In two
yery curious circles of greenish fire:
a fire that was old upon the world be
fore man ever rubbed two sticks together to strike a flame. Of course
the dim rays had simply been reflected on the eyes of some great beast of

prey.
She Identified It at once. Only the
eyes of the felines, with vertical pu
pils, have this Identical greenish glare,
The eyes of the wolves glow In the
darkness, but the circles are usually
bright points. Of course It was a cou-

gar.
She didn't cry out again. Realizing
at last the reality of her peril, her
long training In the mountains came
to her aid. That did not mean she
was not truly and terribly afraid. The
beast was hunting her. She couldn't
doubt this fact. Curiosity might make
a Hon follow her, but It would never
beget such a wild light of madness In
his eyes as this she had just seen. She
simply clamped down all her moral
strength on her rising hysteria and
looked her situation In the face. Her
hand flew Instinctively to her side,
and the pistol leaped In the lantern
light .
.
But the eyes had already blinked
out before she could raise the weapon.
She shot twice. The echoes roared
back, unbelievably loud In the silence,
and then abruptly died; and the only
sound was a rustling of leaves as the
cougar crouched. She sobbed once,
then hurried on.
She was afraid to listen at first. She
wanted to believe that her pistol fire
would frighten the animal from her
trail. She knew, under ordinary conditions, that It would. If he still followed, It could mean but one thing
that some unheard-o- f Incident had occurred to destroy his fear of men. It
would mean that he had knowingly set
upon her trail and was hunting her
remorselessness
with all the age-ol- d
that l the code of the mountains.
For a little while all was silence.
Then out of the bush the thickets suddenly crashed and shook on the oppo
site side of the trail. She fired blind
ly Into the thicket. Then she caught
herself with a sob. But two shells
remained In her pistol, and they must
be saved for the test.
Whlsperfoot the cougar, remembering the lessons of his youth, turned
from the trail when he had first heard
He had crouched
Snowbird's step.
and let her pass. She was walking
Into the wind; and as she was at the
closest point a message had blown
back to him.
The hair went straight on his shoul
ders and along his spine. His blood,
running cold an Instant before from
fear, made a great leap In his veins.
A picture came In his dark mind: the
chase for a deer when the moon hnd
set, the stir of a living thing that
broke twigs In the thickets; and the
leap he had made. There had been
blood, that night the wlldness and the
madness and the exultation of the kill.
Of course there had been terror first,
but the terror had soon departed and
left something lying warm and still
In the thickets. It was the same game
that walked his trail In front game
that died easily and yet, in a vague
way he did not understand, the
noblest game of all. It was living
fiesh, to tear with talon and fang.
All his training, all the instincts imbued In him by a thousand generations
Of cougars who knew this greatest
fear, were simply obliterated by the
ludden violence of his
He had tasted this blood once,
and It could never be forgotten. The
flame leaped In his eyes. And then be
began the stalk.
A cougar, trying to creep silently
on Its game, does not move quickly. It
simply steals, as a serpent steals
through the grass. Whlsperfoot stalked
for a period of five minutes, to learn
that the prey was farther away from
him at every step.
He trotted "forward until he came
close, and again he stalked. Again he
found, after a few minutes of silent
creeping through the thickets, that he
huntlng-mad-hes-
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mother took this remedy
twenty years ago and she was great1020 N. Crawford

GRUND
Crund Illd(T

lost

distance. Evidently

this

game did not feed slowly, like the
deer. It was to be a chase, then.:
Again he trotted within one hundred
feet of the girl.
Three times more he tried to stalk
before he finally gave It up altogether.
This game was like the porcupine
simply to be chased down and taken.
And In the case of all animals that
hunt their game by overtaking it,
there was no longer any occasion for
going silently. The thing to do was to
come close and spring from the trail
behind.
Though the fear was mostly gone,
the cougar retained enough of that
caution that most wild animals ex-- 1

hlblt when hunting a new game so
that be didn't attempt to strike Snowbird down at once. But as the chose
went on, his passion grew upon him.
Ever he crept nearer. And at last he
sprang full into the thickets beside
her.
At that Instant she had shot for the
first time. Because the light had left
his eyes before she could find aim,
both shots had been clean misses. And
terrible as the reports were, he was
too engrossed in the chase to be
frightened away by mere soirnd. This
always
was the cry the man-pacmade these sudden, startling sounds
In the silence.
But he felt no pain.
He crouched a moment, shivering.
Then he bounded on again.
The third shot was a miss too: In
fact, there had been no chance for a
hit. A sound In the darkness is as
unreliable a target as can possibly be
Imagined. And It didn't frighten him
as much as the others. He waited,
crouching, and the girl started on.
She was making other sounds now
queer, whimpering sounds not greatly
different from the bleat that the fawn
utters when it dies. It was a
and If there Is one emotion
with which the wild beasts are acquainted, in all Its phases, It Is fear.
She was afraid of him, then, and that
meant he need no longer be In the
least afraid of her. His skin began to
twitch all over with that terrible madness and passion of the
This game was like the deer, and
the thing to do was lie In wait. There
was only one trail. He wasn't afraid
of losing her In the darkness. She
was neither fleet like the deer nor
courageous like Woof the bear. He
had only to wait and leap from the
darkness when she passed.
k

fear-soun- d,

flesh-hunter-

e

e

e

When Dan Falling, riding like mad
over the mountain trail, heard the
third shot from Snowbird's pistol, he
felt that one of the debts he owed had
come due at last. He seemed to know,

1920.

by Little, Brown ft Co.

she knew a wild, sobbing figure in
the darkness.
"She's only got one shot more," he
said. He knew how many bullets her
pistol carried ; and the danger whatever It was must be Just at hand. Underbrush cracked beneath him. And
then the horse drew up with a Jerk

that

as the darkness pressed around him.
that he was to be tried In the fire. And
the horse staggered beneath him as
he tried to hasten.
He showed no mercy to his mount.
Horse-flesIsn't made for carrying a
heavy man over such a trail as this,
and lathand she was
ered before half a mile had been covered. He made her leap up the rocks,
and, on fairly level stretches he loosed
the reins and lashed her into a gallop.
Only a mountain horse could have
stood that test. He gave no thought
to his own safety. His courage was
at the test, and no risk of his own
life must Interfere with his attempt
to save Snowbird from the danger
that threatened her. He didn't know
when the horse would fall with him
and precipitate him down a precipice,
and he was perfectly aware that to
limb of one
crash Into a
of the great trees beside the trail
would probably crush his skull. But
he took the chance. And before the
ride was done he found himself pleading with the horse, even as he lashed
her sides with his whip.
The lesser forest creatures sprang
from his trail; and once the mare
leaped high to miss a dark shadow
that crossed in front As she caught
her stride, Dan heard a squeal and a
rattle of quills that Identified the creature as a porcupine.
By now he had passed the first of
the worst grades, coming out upon a
long, easy slope of open forest. Again
he urged his horse, leaving to her
keen senses alone the choslng of the
path between the great tree trunks.
Then be heard Snowbird fire for the
fourth time ; and he knew that he had
almost overtaken her. The report
seemed to smash the air. And he
lashed his horse Into the fastest run
h

PKG. FANCY BREAKFAST
COCOA, you pay retail $3.00. our
price $1.50;
pkg. Special After
Dinner Coffee others charge you $ 40
our price $1.85. Delivered free anywhere in the United States. Send for
our .Wholesale Weekly Price List and
save from twenty to forty per cent
Stock: rowrrs Wholesale Supply Cm
162S 19th St., P. O. Box 1442, Denver!
b.
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Impotent circle. Meanwhile, precious
seconds were fleeing.
He understood now. The horse
stood still, shivering beneath him, but
would not advance a step. The silence
deepened.
Somewhere in the dark-nes- s
before him a great cougar was
waiting by the trail, and Snowbird,
hoping for the moment that It had
given up the chase, was hastening
through the shadows squarely Into its
ambush.
Whlsperfoot crouched lower: and
again his long serpent of a tall began
the little vertical motion that always
precedes his leap. He had not forgotten the wild rapture of that moment
he had Inadvertently sprung on Landy
Hlldreth or how, after his terror had
died, he had come creeping back. He
hunted his own way, waiting on the
trail; and his madness was at Its
height. He was not Just Whlsperfoot
the coward, that runs at the shadow
of a tall form In the thickets. The
consummation was complete, and that
single experience of a month before
had made of him a hunter of mea
His muscles set for the leap.
So Intent was he that his keen
senses didn't detect the fact that
there was a curious echo to the girl's
footsteps.
Dan Falling had slipped
down from his terrified horse and was
running up the trail behind her, pray
ing that he could be In time.
Snowbird heard the pat, pat of his
feet; but at first she did not dare to
hope that aid had come to her. She
had thought of Dan as on the faraway marshes; and her father, the
only other living occupant of this part
of the Divide, might even now be lying dead in his house. In her terror,
she had lost all power of interpretation of events. The sound might be
the cougar's mate, or even the wolf
pack, Jealous of his game. Sobbing,
she hurried on Into Whlsperfoot's amThen she heard a voice, and It seemed to be calling to her. "Snowbird
I'm coming, Snowbird," a man's strong
voice was shouting. She whirled "with
a sob of thankfulness.

At that instant the cougar sprang.
Terrified though she was, Snowbird's reflexes had kept sure and true.
Even as the great cat leaped, a long,
lithe shadow out of the shadow, her
finger pressed back against the trigger
of her pistol. She had been carrying her gun In front of her, and she
fired It, (his last time, with no conscious effort It was Just a last instinctive effort to defend herself.
One other element affected the Issue. She had whirled to answer Dan's
cry Just as the cougar left the ground.
But she had still been In range. The
bullet caught
but even If it
the momentum
great to be

the beast In midair;
had reached Its heart,
of the attack was too

completely
overcome.
Snowbird only knew that some vast,
resistless power had struck her, and
that the darkness seemed to roar and
explode about her.
Hurled to her face in the trail, she
did not see the cougar sprawl on the
earth beside her. The flame In the
lantern almost flicked out as It fell
from her hand, then flashed up and
down, from the deepest gloom to a
vivid glare with something of the
of lightning flickering in the sky.
Nor did she hear the first frenzied
thrashing of the wounded animal.
Kindly unconsciousness had fallen, obscuring this and also the sight of the
great cat, In the agony of Its wound,
creeping with broken shoulder and
bared claws across the pine needles
toward her defenseless body.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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He lashed at her In vain. She was
not afraid in the darkness and the
rocks of the trail, but some Terror In
the woods in front had In an Instant
broken his control over her. She
reared, snorting; then danced In an

only effect was to lessen, In some degree, the accuracy of the spring. The
She Shot Twice.
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sprains and all
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products.
Good pay.
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Relieves dryness
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SHOES REPAIRED
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returned
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACTORY, YELLOW
FRONT,
155J CHAMPA
STREET.
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THE BIO SIX HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES
Ooerke'a Wonder worker Laundry Toll. .1
.IS
Ooerke'a Starch Enamel, 2 packages...
Goerke'a Laundry Blulnu. one Quart... .15
15
Ooerke'a Ironing Wax
35
Ooerke'a perfumed Bath Powder
15
Goerke'a Perfection Silver Polish
Total
In order to Introduce these product!, I will
aend a steel knife and fork worth II and all
of the above by parcel post prepaid for $1
and your grocer's name. I am sacrificing
present pronta to Introduce my producta.
Agents wanted. CURT OOBRKB, Mfg. Chem
ist, COLOKAUO BfKlNUS, UULU.
1.1

ANO KODAK
Denver Phate

EASTMAN

FINISHING.
The
Comstny.

Nstwlili

KODAK COMPANY,
Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.
HEAl'TY an asset to all women. When

626

In Denver, call at Charles Hair and
Beauty Shop, 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
PRATT'S

C0STUMERS

Hula.

Masquerade.

Mall orden solicited.

HATR

Ttailrlcal.
Win.
829 15lb St., Oenter.

nOOni

SWITCHE. TRANSFOR.
MATI0NS, ETC. Mill or-Caittlls'l Hair Stern, 626 15th St., Denrer.

den solicited.

FLOWERS

FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
Co., 1C4S Broadway.

Park Floral

BEAUTY PARLORS. Hair Goods by
mail. Millicent Hart Co., 721 15th St.
N
JEWELRY CO.
watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1873.
I10HM-ALLE-
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i
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
ReaoTeaDanaraC-StopaBalrrallI-

Hartona Color awl
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oc. and
at Drnmrlsta.
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ST.
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louses, te., atopa all pala, uiurae comfort to the
fret, aaakea walklag euy. Uo. by mall or at Iaroa
glata. UUoox CbeiuW Works, FatcooKoa, . X. f

Ky.'a extra fine chewing and
amoklng tobacco; aged In bulk, two yeara
old, rich and mellow. Long silky leal. ' Id
lbs., 14, postpd. Id grade, 10 Iba., II. Ref.,
1st Natl. Bank. Adama Broa., BardwelL Ky.
TOBACCO

Permanent Places.
Robinson,
Mrs. Douglas
whose
speeches were a feature of the presidential campaign, said at a reception
In New York :
"Making a speech Is nothing like so
difficult as keeping a servant. I know
a young woman who has actually
changed her cook 17 times In the last
three months.
"Tills young woman said to me the
other day with a sigh:
"'When cooks go to heaven it must
annoy them awfully to find out that
they can't leave.' "
CREAM

FOR CATARRH

OPENS UP NOSTRILS

s,

WALL PAPER.
nished

free.

Malt orders.
Snnltnry
Mail

Wholesale;
BROS., 1435

CUIR?

AUTO TOPS.
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books
PLACE.
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Srde and bacK curtains.
P. Bliss, 1351 Court PI.

C.

denning; and Dyeing Shop.
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prompt

POPULATION
Recent

attention.
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Colftx.

IS DECREASING.
Census Shows Loss

in

Population.

census under
The recent
Bolshevist rule, only partially completed, shows that the population ot
Russia has decreased considerably
since the beginning of the revolution,
according to an article in the Kraa-nalGazette (Red Gazette). Although
the census took place on. August 28th,
no complete returns are available yet.
"The census." continues the article,
"has been taken nearly all over the
country, with the exception of the
northern tundra, the nomadic population of the Kirghizes, Kalmucks and
Turkomans, and also the localities recently freed from the white armies.
Up to the present the central statistical department has received returns
t
from 320 counties, 849 cities and

a

fifty-eigh-

Tells How to Get Quick Relief from
Head-Cold-

It's Splendldl

In one minute your clogged nostrils
will open, the air passages of your
head will clear and you can breathe
freely. No more hawking, snuffling,
blowing, headache, dryness. No struggling for breath at night; your cold
or catarrh will be gone.
Get a small bottle of Ely's Cream
Balm from your druggist nowi Apply
a little of this fragrant, antiseptic,
healing cream in your nostrils. It penetrates through every air passage of
the head, soothes the inflamed or
swollen mucous membrane and relief
comes Instantly.
It's Just fine. Don't stay stuffed-uwith a cold or nasty catarrh. Relief
comes so quickly. Adv.
p

Races of Mankind.
According to Whlttaker's almanac,
the Mongolian race Is the largest, with
055,000,000, as compared to 645,000,000
of Caucasians, 100,000,000 of negroes,
81,000,000
of Semites, 52,000,000 of
Malays aud 23,000,000 of Red Indians,
the Mongolian, or yellow race, Includes the people of China, Thibet, Japan, Korea, Slam and Indochina, together with many of the tribes of Siberia and other parts of Asia.

FRECKLES'

Now Is the Time to Get Rid I
Thee Ugly Spots.
There's bo longer the allghtett need. . . of
fMllnv l.k.ni.fl n ........ s 1.1
double strength la guaranteed to remove
these homely apota.
Simply get aa ounce of Othlne double
strength from your druggist, and apply
e
uiurniaaj ana yon
should soon ees that even the wont f recklee
have begun to dlaappear, while the lighter
onea have vanished entirely.
It la aeldom
that mora than one ounoe la needed
to
olear the akin and tain a beautiful
clear complexion.
Be euro to ask for the double etrengtb
Othlne. ae thla la eold under guarantee ol
money back It it falla to remove freckloa.

Correct Way to Receive Burglar.
The old plan of offering a burglar a
cigarette and asking him to tw
chair while you telertione to the nfl.
lice Is not now so successful as In the
past The best plan Is to tackle the
fellow right awav.
For thla
you should step behind him, take hold
of his coat and force it over his face.
Then Watch Out,
Then tie his left arm to his right leg
Jimmy Gee, a Jane must be Interacross the back. Properly carried out
In a guy when she begins to pick
this method rarely falls. London ested
threads offn his coat.
Punch.
Tommy Nothln' to when she begins
to pick hnlr offn It Cartoons MagaThe Astrologer in China.
zine.
From the earliest times astrology
has been one of the arts surrounded
by mystery. But In China It is a
very perilous profession. When a so- they Tircltch,
called prophet predicts an event which
Smart or Burn, if Sore,
roací&ij
does not occur, he loses his head. '
Yfijir. CVCC Irritated, Inflamed or
Many a man has risked' acquiring a
wife In erder to acoulre a sister.

drD.0r

TORIC OPTICAL CO., 1515 Stout St.

For burns, cut&

Stats

SHELL
EYE
ETE
WITH URGE SPHERICAL
LENSES

provinces.
provinces, Includ
"From twenty-tw- o
ing the city of Moscow, complete returns have already been received. On
the whole returns are still outstanding from 43 per cent of rural districts
and 25 per cent of the cities. Nevertheless, the data already on hand afford a wealth of material for observ
ing the changes In the distribution of
the population of soviet Russia.
"First and foremost, the census es
tablishes the indubitable fact that the
population of Russia has decreased
since the beginning of the revolution.
For twenty provinces on which data
are obtainable for both periods the
census of 1917 gave a total population
of 30,000,000. The census of August
28th, 1920, however, enumerated only
27,000,000 inhabitants, a loss of 10 per
cent. And this, notwithstanding the
fact that after the conclusion of peace
following the world war millions of

soldiers and war prisoners returned
to their homes. The cause of this Is
that the mortality rate has grown
considerably, while the birth rate has
decreased during the years of war iind
revolution.
'A particularly great decrease has
been noted during the revolution
among the city population. In the
twenty provinces the
number of city Inhabitants dropped
from 7,900,000 In 1917 to 3,800,000 at
present, the decrease thus amounting
to 3,100,000 persons, or 39.2 per cent.
above-mentione- d

Is Suicide,
Newark, N. J. Jacob Haussllng,
four times mayor of Newark, died of a
police said.
knife wound,
Haussling's body was found In bed by
his wife. A soda fountain equipment
company of which he was head went
Into bankruptcy recently, costing the
former mayor much of his popularity.
Disappointment over the loss of money
and friends was said to be the motive.

14,000 Strike in Moscow.
Rica. Letvla. A reDort from Mos
cow says a strike has begun by 14,000
employés of the government works and
various Industries, including pnnt-Th- e
men are demanding an In
creased bread ration, the convocation
a constituent assembly and tne
rights of free trade. Troops were
called out to quell disorders, In which
several were killed. When the report
IUUKE.ICJ Granulated,useMurine was dispatched shooting was still in
often. Soothe. Refreshes. Safe for
progress. Some members of the neo;
Infant or Adult.
ur.it..
-At all nrnmrS.M
z;
"fislou.
tiiiiciur
army had Joined the strikers.
.
Free Eye Boc. Kirta En
CeCaJaa

'J.

bWi
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Mr. and Mrs." J. M. Heard and
family were the Sunday guests
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
That the undersigned, C. Ernest An- at Clem Davis home.
Mr. ánd Mrs. Fred Burton
derson, Clerk of the Board of Education of the Village of Roy, of the visited the parental
Burton
State of New Mexico, will on Mon- home over Sáturday and Sun
day, the 28th day of March, 1921, at
the hour of four o'clock in the after- day.
Setting incubators seems to
noon of said day, at the office of the
in Roy, Mora be the order of the day now.
County, New Mexico, offer for sale
These beautiful warm days
and sell at public auction to the highmake
the farmers feel like spr- est and best bidder for cash, $50,000
school bonds of the municipal school ing work, some are ousy pio- n,

district of the Village of Roy, of the
State of New Mexico, bearing six per
centum interest per annum, payable
said bonds being of
the denominations of $500 each, dated May 1, 1921, due September 1,
1951, redeemable at the option of the
Board of Education at any time after ten years from date, said bonds
shall "hot be sold for 'less than ninety-fiv- e
cents on the dollar, and accrued
interest. Principal and interest shall
be payable at a banking house in New
York City or at the office of the
treasurer of said Board of Education
in Roy, New Mexico, at the option of
the holders. Bids will be received for
the whole or any part of said bonds,
and the undersigned reserves the
right to reject any and all bids. The
bonds shall be sold for cash, ten per
centum to be paid at the time the
bid is accepted and the balance on
the delivery of the bonds. Bids must
1.
If a bidder desir
es to send a bid by mail, he must
transmit wttn tne 'Did a ceruiieu
check for ten per centum of the
omAiint nf tllA KM.
The assessed valuation of said mun
icipal school district is $1,050,000.00,
and except this issue of bonds and
seno nf Í7 fnf flft Raid municÍD- al school district has no indebtedness,
either bonded or otnerwise.
Dated this 21st day of February,
semi-annuall-

Report of Condition of
ROY TRUST & SAVINGS BANK
iit Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on
February 21, 1921.
No. 20.

BRAND

$50,000
MUNICIPAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF THE VILLAGE OF ROY
6 Per Cent School Bonds.

Spanish-America-

Mr. and Mrs S. F. Davis were
the Sunday guests at J. G. Cre-USunday guests at J. G. Gre
en home.
Seems as if O. J. Kershner
needs a cook from the number
of cars there the other night
just at supper time.
The Wright Brothers helped
Mr, Spears butcher last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis visited in the Pleasant View nei
ghborhood Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Chas bhaier and
family were the Sunday guests
at the C. F. Wright home.
S. F. Davis is the proud ow
ner of a new De Laval Seperator
There were a number of
Brand people attended the Pa- louse Literary last triday eve
ning, all report a tine time.
ie

SPECIAL PRICES ARE
NOT NECESSARY TO Overdrafts
other than
Sell cur Bread, Pies, Cakes Furnitureandfixtur.es
National
and Pastries Our prices Net
from banks
have always been reasonable those for clearing house
and
Fractional currency,
and they always will be.
currency

RESOURCES

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
nnftrrmnf f ttiA Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
February
ivzi.
Nrmr.E is herebv iriven that John
County,
Mora
H. Mitchell, of Roy,
New Mexico, w'ho, on October 26th,
1916 made Addl. ttomesteaa Application, No. 023321, for SEV NWIÍ,
SWVL Section 13, Township 21
E
N., Range 27 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, on April 13, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hugh Mitchell, D. P. Moore, Ben
Stewart, George Jackson, all of Roy,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

i,

...

Mot nmnirnt Hno from

Jan.

Coin and

and

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.
II. S. Land Office at Clayton
New Mexico.

Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

Prop'r

Elmer E. Veeder
ATTORNEY'
AT LAW
Room 9, First Nat'l

BankBldg,

f

East Las Vegas,
New Mexico

NOTICE

Feb. 8,
is hereby given

that Vicente Montez. of David

Union County New Mexico,
on April, 12th, 1918. made
Application,
Homestead
024499, for SE-S14,

Ny2-NW-

y4

who
audi
No.
Sec.

swyj-mvt- t,

u

na-KfiT- C.

Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to, the land above
Ascribed, before F. H. Foster.
tt ? fWimissioner. at his of
fice at Roy New léxico, on the
21st, day of March 1921.
rinimnt names as Witnesses:
Aifrmsn Raca. of David. New
Mexico,- Cresen Cia Montez of
-

Gallegos, New Mexico, Eusebio
Montano, of Albert,' New Mexico, Juan Montano, ' of David,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
r

"

Register.

. .

Total

Ideal Bakery &
Confection'y

than

a7p- -

cents

.

.

o,oio.u

t

.

........

.

a

iv.uo
169.06
76.25
6,905.74

8266,867.82
T.TARTT.TTTF.S

...A.

Pnnifol CtwV naU in
Surplus Fund
Undivided profits
Less current expenses,
paid . .

interest and taxes

..;

...

m,W.Já

$lii,o.so
rrtrt o
íoo,o.

Acer

.

i!MMMWWWliIWm!HMWitl

12,317.62
5.479.18

1,701.35

:.

Jianks
Individual deposits subject to check
Total of demand deposits
of deposit
Certificates
.
.
- .
Total of time deposits
Bills payable, including obligations

50.000.00
10,000.00

$iuio.

1

5o,522.24

4

representing

money borrowed
Interest collected, unearned

l.Obo.&o

$266,867.82
Total
ss:
Mora,
of
County
State of New Mexico,
t nnd G. L. Justice. Cashier, ot the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best ot our Knowledge ana uenei.
H .B. JONES, President.
C. L. JUSTICE, Cashier.

Correct Attest

:

S. FLOERSIIEIM,
C.. L. JUSTICE,

0

II.

B.f

JONES,

.
Directors.
sworn to before me this 2oth day of leb-

Subscribed and

ruary, 1921.

p 5iic.
gcHULTZ( Not
My commission expires uct. sin,

(SEAL)
BRADLEY

the streets arguing yet about
the County Seat.
R. B. Smith has been suffeSunday School was better
ring with rheumatism.
than ever and services fine.
Everv body is ousy geuing
August Forseman who has eady
for Literary this Friday.
been seriously ill, is improving
greatly now and hopes of recovery now. His brotherinlaw
Albert Star Route to Become
Wm. G. Johnson and Ernest
Anderson, Ernest motored out
to se him the other day.
Postmaster- - Johnson ha3 re
Mrs. M. L. Woods and Mrs.
the Post
Don Bradley have been subsis ceived orders from
cnange
to
ting teachers this week. asMrs.
from
Route
Star"'
the Albeit
Clara Bradley has been ill.
y
k
a
vtq
route
daily
W. R. Bradley and uscar a
loth,
March
...,tn
Aspgren are among the wheat luuw.
Route will leave Albert on
The
week.
haulers this
Wednesdays and íii- MnnHiivs.
C. C. Moore was in Roy Tue
days and return on the same
sday on business.
ue u oy
there win
G. A. Rice is busy making day and
rpu nunIn ira QTTin
,
i
"
Tuesdays,
on
hog pens and hog trades.
jonnbo a
Postmaster
Saturdays.
held
be
will
meetinsr
Teachers
very strongijr uu
Sunday evening from this on is figuring

A Size for Every Need
There's an OilPull tractor to fit your requirements, for there are four sizes from the small
0
up to the giant 30-6Whether your farm is 80 acres or 8,000, or
any size between, there is an OilPull of the
correct size.
The OilPull line includes the
0
and 30-6- 0 H. P. all standard in design. The features that, have come to make
the. name "OilPull" stand for unequaled
quality in tractor manufacture are built into
all sizes. Guaranteed kerosene burning, oil
overload
cooling, double lubrication, 25
capacity these, and other advantages of
which we are anxious to tell you, are to be
found in every OilPull.
Come in and have us show you
the different sizes
12-2-

0.

12-2- 0,

i

'
;

zen says she will find them on

0

0

16-3-

Tri-weekl- y.

0,

Office-Departme-

.tri-wee-

hpo-innino--

.

lu""",

on

iney
instead of Wednesday,
will meet this Sunday at the
school house. These meetings
are for all who are interested
in Sunday School and singing
so come, you are welcome.
Mr nn d Mrs. S. A. Richard
d .Toft Hunnvcutt motored
Hnvvn from Dawson to visit Mrs.
Don Bradley. They report work

ANDERSON MACHINE WOR KS.
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
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are now having um
star route carrier.
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Nuter
'
ill the past Uo
dangerously
be up again and
to
weeks is able

John
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evening.
Ralph llazen was canea nome was in town Monday
has been
he
shows that
'rom De Haven where he was
are glad
we
fíery
and
man
account
sick
rnt.heviiiff corn on the
his wife, takinsr severaly sick to see him out again.
She is improving now, but was
very serious a lew nours. nei
NOTICE OF PENDENCY
mother Mrs G. W. Hazen and
OF SUIT.
Mrs .Arthur Hazen, were nur om.TP hp NEW MEXICO.
ses for her.
mi TNT Y OF MORA.
Mrs. Krosnick has- been se- IN THE DlsiHiA
'
riously ill, but is better now.
Patricio Cashniore,
were
Mrs.-raenan
and
Plau'titt,
Mr.
lowe
asrain
have
r n
nUoc
tn Ko oKlo tn nnnnmiM that we
neighbors inuay
visiting
out
building
shingles
and
all
doors,
and
red our price on lumber, sash
aaturaay.
j .rD r?rv visitors
'
111U VTWV.
..
Anastasia Cashmore,
material.
Mrs Allwrt Unskil was oui
Defendant.
f
visiting Mrs. C. Driskil Satur
No. 2773.
TYiarlffh conditions and base our sellinir
and visited her oia nuiue
The said defendant, Anastasia
inriw Bovnii ran alwavs buv your building material dav
,
is hereby notified
,
,
Cashmore,
sicau.
and
square
deal
the
that you are getting J a 1TT
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The Sanger family visitea me the District Court. Fourtii JuLunsford home Sunday.
dicial District, Stae of
sitting within and for
Evelyn Hughbanks went home
parents.
her
visit
to
cofnrriiiv
county
of Mora, by said
the
"
kJUbUA Vvj
ppm nas . ueeii un
TVTvc
Jim
.
Patricio Cashmore, nli'iitiff
Itii
lief lb a week, but is therein, wherein plaintiff pr.iys
hotter now.
that he be granted an absolute
ve- divorce from said defendant oh
4J.im Troon
..vwj- - and iriena,
auw
St
wlin. visited 1C11 the grounds of abandonment,
j
,v,;u
seems to have been rea UUll li
liimher
nrices
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. . . in
evening
this
auuj wiiiic
and for such other relief as to
"
Bradley one
hA von rpst assured that any time we see that we can make
WnOQS ailU xuia. the Court may seem meet and
TTica
Maw
n
fnrtw reductions, we will eive our costumers the benifit a Don1U.100Bradly visited Mrs
proper; that unless you enter
Thursday.
or cause to be entered your apvisited her mo- pearance in the above cause on
Driskil
Mrs.
We solicit your business and guarantee satisfaction to you or ther Mrs. Beem Thursday, also or before the 2nd, day ot April
your money back. ,,
Granlmother Hazen and Elsie 11)21,. judgment by deiault and
4X
Hazeni fare outsailing Thurs- a decree nvoc.onfesso therein
day. It looks as though Thur- will be rendered against you. j.
Luis
sday was ladies day, as every Plaintiff's Attorney is
woman visited her neighbor, E. Armijo, postoffice address,
J
taking advantage of the good Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Wéath--'Dated, Mora, - New - Mexico,
"
Ralph Hazen, T. A. Rice and February 11th, 1921.
(SEAL)
Tefl Bradley started on busi- Cosme R. Garcia
noca f A Pov Saturday and ha- vpnt. Jiepn seen since. Mrs. Ha- Qerk, District Court.

GOOD NEWS

Lower Lumber Prices
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Nev.-Mexico-

.

Our prices have been lowered
from 40 to 60 percent

-

jn,
Section 23, Township
N.M.P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make

1,850.00
227.72

Interest earned, uncollected,

2G, 1921.

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.

and bankers (other

nickels

ED.

above-describe-

........

Exchano-e-s

20-4-

NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provi
sions of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant
to the application of Oscar Kidd, Ser
ial No. 038668, we will offer at pub
lic sale, to the highest bidder, but at
not les3 than $1.50 per acre, at 10
o'clock A. M., on the 25th day of
March, next, at this office, the following tract of land: NEV SWtt;
SEV NWi; SWtt NE',4 Sec. 23,
T. 18 N., Range 24 E., N. M. P. M.
This tract is ordered into the market
on a showing that the greater portion
thereof is. mountainous or too rough
for cultivation..
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to , the Receiver the
.amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely
land are advised
d
the
to file their claims, or objections, on
or before the time designated for

(not including

T?.mks

amount due
aoove

TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
February 17, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that Tony
J. Heimann, of Albert, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who on January 19th, 1920
made Addl. Homestead Application,
No. 026424, for SE1 Sec. 20, NWV
SWVt Section 21, Township 19 N.,
Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on April 12, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. J. Beller, Nic Hayoz, Frank sale.
Heimann, Sr., Frank Heimann, Jr.,
all of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

General Blacksmith

PUBLICATION-ISOLAT-

U. S. bonds,

Securities,

Register.

NOTICE FOR

f.

.

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,

Register.

$239,988.02
8.27

Loans and Discounts

U. S. Land Office at Clayton
New Mexico.
1921.
Feb. 8, 1921.
NOTICE is heheby given
Clerk.
that Hilario Lucero, of Solano
Mora Go. New Mexico, who. on
March 23rd. 1916. made Home
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
n.n..lmnt nf th Interior. M.', stead Application, No 021743,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
REV. Sec. 18. and SW,
iVhrnnrv 17. 1921. for
Township 18N, Ra
NOTICE is hereby given that Section 17,
Meridian, nas
N.M.P.
26E,
Union
nge
Albert,
of
Jr.,
Heimann,
Frank
Co., New Mexico, who, on September filed notice of intention to make
16th, 1918, made Addl. Homestead Final Thre Year, Proof, to es
Application, No. 023854 for WV&
to the land aboNW'i Sec. 21, NEV4 ; SE NWy, tablished claim
Section 20, Township 19 ve described, before F.H. Foster
NE SW
N., Rare 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, U. S. Comissioner, at his omce
has filed notice of intention to make at Roy, New Mexico, on the 21,
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
1921.
claim to the land above described, be- day of March
as Witnesses;
CommissionS.
nams
U.
Claimant
Foster,
F.
H.
fore
er, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
Jay M. Finch, P. J. Laum- on April 11, 1921.
bach of Solano, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
T,eonoldo Andrada. and Thomas
Frank
Hayoz,
A. J. Beller, Nic
Heimann, Sr., Tony J. Heimann, all Aragón of Roy. New Mexico.
of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
PAZ VALVERDE,

J. D. Wade,
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SOLANO SOLECISMS

MOSQUERO and VICINITY

Two of our prominent citizens
went to Mosquero last week and
purchased each a lot there. The
prices seem fabulous compared
to Solano values, but might be
worth it in the County Seat.
The writer of the Mosquero
Mentiras outdid himself in that
line when he said that Roy and
Mosquero were the only candidates for the County Seat. Solano also ran or would have, if
I1T
we are sun
iriven a cnance.

Mr. R. Keller left Sunday for
Texas on business.
W. A. Steinbaugh is able to
jolly around among his friends
again.
Mrs. Delia Holland is visiting
with her brother and family
this week, Mr., and Mrs. L. N.

peeved.

A FINE COMPLIMENT

latch-strin-

or

Company. Mr Carrol was Go
vernor of Iowa for eight years
acknowledges a viand the
sit from him while here in town.
S-- A

Frank Seidel received the sad
news Friday of the death of his
nephew near Cestos, Oklahoma,
and left for that place on the
noon train. Mr. Seidel will probably be gone for several days as
he will visit his parents and
other relatives while in
The Hornbaker sale was well
attended last Wednesday and
everything sold well. We .understand Mr. Hornbaker has
rented his farm and will move
to Roy and open up a carpenter
shop.

Dear Editor if these items
are annihilated like the last.
there will be a slump in Sole
(Please sign
cisms hereafter.
vnnv name to vour items as we
publish only those that are sig
ned bv the writer nereaiter.;
The railroad Co. is reported
to be planning the following im- here. A new aepoi.
a new well on the right of way;
station and with the
""-O
Wilson Co. new store we will
have considerable improvements
in 1921.
The mill wheel is turning
steadily and Messrs Jackson,
Morris and Driskill are very
busy men.
-

A stranger who recently had occasion to spend several days
in Roy told us just before departing for his home that one thing
.which impressed him during his stay here was the number of
that were hanging out. He was from a big city, where one
neighbor, and it was pleasing to him to
hardly knows his next-dobe where people spoke to him whether they knew him or not, and
where they appeared to have timé to answer his, questions and to
treat him courteously.
That is. a mighty nice compliment for the town, but it also
proves that there is still another good reason for making your
home in a place this size. You bump right into neighborly help
and courtesy at every turn. You find people who are more interested in life than in seeing how many dollars they can pile up. You
feel that community spirit which the smaller towns of this country possess but which the large cities brag so much about. The
gentleman was impressed with the fact that our people had time
to answer his questions, and seemed pleased to be of assistance.
He is carrying that same report wherever he gees, and such reports never do a town any harm.
.
If making and hoarding money is your prime object in life,
then you belong, possibly, in the large city. But if you want to feel
that you are cared for by your fellowmen ; if you want to feel real
community spirit and know what it is to have real neighbors and
neighbors you can depend on, then our advice is to stay right here,
here where the latchstrings are hanging out and where people have
time to be polite to strangers. .
Ex. Gov. Carrol of Iowa was
a business visitor in Roy last
Saturday. He was looking over
some loans for an Insurance

gs

v-

.

cnmvinv nr.fl Monday were
busy days in Roy and the town
was crowded with people both
days, many of whom had come
many miles to trade wun me
advertisers in the Spanish American. The ads in the S.A. are
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cham- proof that the Roy business men
bers are theproud parents of belive in advertising.
a fine baby boy since last Tuesday the 22nd. In some way we
Rev. O. W. Hearn was in Roy
overlooked this important rews Saturday and Sunday from East
last week but it is still news to Las Vegas visiting his old
many yet.
Dr. Self reports friends in and near Roy. He
mother and baby are doing nice- preached at the Christian
ly. Harry has been down with Church Sunday morning and
an attack of scarlet fever but evening
and apreciative
will soon be to town with the audiences. We are always glad
cigars, urandpa chambers says to have Rev. Hearn with us in
it is the finest boy you ever saw Roy, but we feel that he should
and his statements are vouched bti scolded just a little for
Mrs. Hearn and those
for by the uncles and aunts.
two bright children with him
occasionally.
D. S. Nuter of Santa Fe was
e

called to Roy last . week on ac
count of the illnes of his bro
ther, who has been quit sick
the past few days. Mr. Nntter
returned the first of the week
to his position at SantaFe where
he is manager of the Ilfeld
Store at that place.

Dr. G. S. Chapin formerly of
Gi.'idstone but now of Sajta F t
was a pleasant caller on the S.A.
'.as-Saturday. T'i3 Doctor returned Saturday evening to
Santa Fe, but promised us another visit soon.
t

A Lower Price on 130 Retired Popular

as
For a Limited Time Only
DANCE.SONGandCOMIC SELECTIONS
All made within the last eighteen months. These are all standard Columbia Records..
Now retired to keep the Columbia Record Catalogue down in size. .Including1 such artists as
Al Jolson, Van and Schenck, Harry Fox, Guido Deiro. Paul Biese Trio, Ted Lewis'Jazz Band,
Art Hickman's Orchestra, Henry Burr, Camp beii and Burr, Peerless Quartette, Sterling Trio
etc. Never before have such records been sold by Columbia dealers at so low a price. .The list
given .below is .typical of the wide .range of selections.

Just A Few Of The 130 Splendid Numbers
Among the Whispering Pines

Henry Burr
Henry Burr,
You Ain't Heard Nothing Yet
Al Jolson '
Come On and Play With Me
Billy Murray
Nobody Knows Fox-trHickman Trio
Wonderful Pal One-ste-p
Hickman Trio
Hand in Hand Again
Campbell and Burr
My Love Song.My Roses and You C. Harrison
Cairo One Step
,Art Hickman's Orch.
Rose Room Fox-trArt Hickman's Orch.

Just for me and Mary
ot

ot

1

A

1

Good Night, Angeline
P. Quartette
We Must Have a Song to Remember "
Abe Kabibble at the Ball Game H.Hershfield
"
Abe Kabibble Dictates a Letter
Ferera and Franchini
Hawaiian Smiles
Louise and Ferera
In the Heart of Hawaii
Fox-trJazz Band
I'll See You in
ot

The Moon Shines on the Moonshine-Fox-trAll the Boys Love Mary Van and Schenck
Way Down Barcelona Way
Harry Fox
ot

Remember that this
price applies only to
130 retired numbers,
and only while they last.
The supply is limited. .The time is limited.These records .go on sale today.
at the
nearest Columbia dealer's as early as you can.. Ait promptly or you may miss the selection
"
s you want,

Floersheim Merc. Co.

SOMETHING OF INTEREST
TO YO- U-

DeWeese.
Mr. T. S. Holland who has
been clerk in the Wilson Com
pany store at Mosquero for two

vears past has quit the store
and is a full pledged farmer,

Mr. Holland came
here five years ago with only
a few dollars, filed on 320 acre
homestead of good New Mexico
land, and has since bought 160
acres adjoining his homestead
and now has horses.hogs, and
chickens, and able to live a good
quite farm life which is due evenow-a-day-

s,.

ry industrious farmer.
Miss Edith Holland is in Las
Vegas in

high

school.

Officers and Directors of this bank
ognize the fact

Any service

When the resources of the Patrons

and

we can

Depositors of the Bank increases,

the

render is

volume of our business increases.

always

It is therefore wise and prudent for us to

cheerfully

assist ycu to increase

rendered.

property. To this end we wish to lend

your money

and

every assistance consistent with good
banking methods,

writes that they have a good
school, she is enjoying it very

b-- A

that the interests of the

Bank and its Depositors are Mutual.

bhe

much.
We had a large attendance at
the Sunday School, all were
much interested and as spring is
here now we trust all will try
to be out to Sunday School each
Sunday, and church each first
and third Sunday.
Well, We' must say, we are all
.1
t
1
more eacn
enjoying the
issue, due to the fact we' are
reading items of much interest
We as
from new vicinities.
armers and busy peope cant
always write to our friends or
hear from them as often as we
want to, but through the
we can each week get the gist
of the news if we all do our part
and let
so lets all read the
every vicinity on the mesa be

rec

Capital and Surplus $60,000

THE ROY TRUS T
& SAVINGS BANK
AG

o o d

Bank For Everyon

e,':

S-- A.

S-- A.

represented,.

THE TIMES ARE BETTER
YOUR CALVES WILL BE WORTH MONEY
SAVE THEM BY USING
"PURITY GERM FREE VACCINE"
' MILTON FLOERSHEIM. Agent'.

Rev. Massagee of Montoya,
N. M. preached a very interesting sermon at Mosquero Mon

day, evening
Well. Mr. McGinnies of Roy,
we hear from you often, but we
are anxious to see you on the

New Mexico.

Rov.

job here.
L. N. DeWeese and family
and Mrs Wm. Wickhem, were
dinner guests at Mr. and Mrs.
T. S. Hollands Sunday
W. A. Drake and family were
visitors to W. T. Lofton and
family Sunday.
Fatty H.. Shrum and family
were at Sunday School Sunday,
we dont know what is going to
happen, but we are all glad to
see Mr. Shrum and family out
and cordially invite them to
Sunday School and Church re-

W. R. Copien, Vice

--

.

railroad.

If we can so

we can

accomplish almost anything we
endeaver to do. A bundle of
sticks are stronger than one.
Let us change opinions.

IN

INCORPORATED.

Complete indexes to all lands.

.
,
compiled to all lands in Mora County.
of parties living outside of state attended io'.
1
INFORMATION furnished of assessments, taxes, etc.
(CÉRTltlril)
copies of ar,y recorded instruments furnished.
RjOWfNG ' attended to, Deeds, Mortgages, etc.
NÓTÁRY WORK of all kinds executed.

S-- A.

sisters, neighbors and friends.

TAXES AND COUNTY
WORK.

!

ABSTRACTS

Well, Sister Solano, we are
glad to hear from you in last
In reweek's issue of the
gards to a road up and down the
rightofway of the E.P.&S.W.,
will say in response, some of us
at least think the same thing,
now since we have a new county
seat to be at Mosquero, county
high school at Roy, would it not
be nice to have a road along the
rightofway from Mosquero all
the way across the new county.
Letting all the section lines on'
both sides of said road to intersect with road up and down the

-

9 YEARS EXPERIENCE

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

gularly.

By doing this we would shorten the distance between Mosquero and Roy alone, about 6
miles. Not even this alone, but
think of being able to go 30 or
40 miles and never have to slow
down to turn a corner. It would
ad to the value of every owner
of land on the road.
Mosquero wants to hear from
Solano, Roy and Mills, and all to
whom it may concern. It is up
up to us and we alone, so if we
want it, let us be lined up and
all consolidate for this one thing
and if we can, and will do this
in a, mutual brotherly
way, I think we can get by
without the help of Mosquero
Mentiras, but if we dont we are
glad. to have the Mentiras to
look to for help in time of need.
Well,7 should ' we not all for.
get the "Crime Waves" and all
think of the new county 'Waves'
is there anything we are more-binterested in, is there anything
we need worse than a new county seat and high school, near us
so near to the furthest part of
the county, that we can come
and go in a day.
We have all fought good faith
ful fights and what ever may be
between any of us, let us bury
the hatchet and all be brothers,

Pfiilip N. Sanchez, Secretary

Preadent

9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK.

All matters entrusted to us dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at

veru reasonable charges.
YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED

JOINT

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
SPANISH AMERICAN
The Harding County Paper.

RECEPTION-(continue-

from page one)
vals from Switzerland and the
songs and yodles were givin in
their native tongues.
The Oddfellows and Rebekahs
are among the strongest frater
nal organizations of Roy and are
to be congratulated on the ex
cellent social entertainments
they are giving like the reception of Monday evening.
We
understand that 12 applications
were handed in to the Rebekah
Lodge and 5 to the Oddfellows
Lodge during the evening.
Roy needs more of these
get together meetings and heres
hoping that they will give another in the near future.

$2.00

per year

John Schneider and I. C.
Dodds are new readers of the.
S. A. this week.
Melville Floersheim has resigned his position with thé
Springer Trading Company and
we understand wil move back to
Roy. We are glad to report
that he and his family will again
become residents of our little
town for we have missed this
good family since they moved to
Springer nearly a year ago and
will gladly welcome them back to
.

.

our midst.
Paul Valaneck of Gladstone
was a; business visitor in noy
FOR SALE
the first of the week and while
Setting Eggs,. The S.C.WX.
In town subscribed for the best all from full
blooded hens, at
paper In Harding County.
75 cents per set.
Freeman Brothers
Pat Ledoux was up from Al
Route A.
bert Tuesday and made'' this
office a pleasant call while, in
Assessor McGrath moved to.
'
Mora just in time from being
town.
left in Harding County. Surve
Mrs. A. S. Hanson of Sprin- yor Roy is in the new. County
ger is spending the week with says " I should worry" for Mora
County wouldn't give a surveRoy relatives.
yor anything to do anyway. He
no doubt will be the first surDont .forget .the Roy .sale veyor of Harding
-

"

"

-

County.

Tuesday March 15th.

Born to Mr. and Mrs W. H.
Heflin, a fine baby boy March
We understand that Mosquero 2nd Dr. Self reports mother
and
will soon have a newspaper of baby doing fine and Wilson to
her own but we doubt if it will is doing fine.
contain much more news than
the OLD "RELIABLE" is givi
We assure .the writer of the
ng them now. However we ex Mosquero "Mentiras"that .we ap
pect to also put in a plant at precíate the great words of prthe County seat in the near fut aise that Mentiras have heaped
ure. We feel at the present we upon his and the Spanish Amer
xa 8U1 uioji spaau aui Svmm are icans heads. However he forgot
presión we hear of the. "Ment to tell his readers that it was
iras" and the "Mosquero and the Mentiras that won the CoVicinity" news.
unty seat for Mosquero. '
.

.

)
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HIGH SCHOOI NOTES

Coimty Seat
News

'
: Murl Johnson has quit high
school and- - is taking .. review
work in the eight grade. "
Prof. Gerhart received four
large dictionaries and a globe
for the use of the schools last
week.
We are making good use of
the traveling library in the
school.
The High School play has
been ordered and will be given
the last Friday in April. The
title is "A poor married man".
There are only six pupils out
of the twelve that started to
school attending High school
now.
The High School listened to
the program of the 6th and 7th

Items of Interest
From our Mora
Correspondent
(Irvin Ogden Sr Correspondent)

S-- A

'

like.
F. M. Hughes and wife, of
Solano, were here Saturday and
a special meeting of the County
Board of Education was called
to set the date for a Bond Election for the Consolidated districts of Solano, Wagner and
Pleasantview. The date was set
for Tuesday, March 27th, and
the amount of bonds, $20,000.00
for theerection of. a new School
building at Solano.
Diphtheria is still prevalent
here. Tomas, the little son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Casados, of
Mora died Friday from Pneumonia following upon diphtheria, another death is reported
from Torquilla and several other
cases and three children of one
of the Cassidy Brothers, at Cleveland are reported ill.
We attended a School Program at Guadalupita, 18 miles
up the canyon Friday evening.
Mr. Zamora is Principal of the
Schools there and Miss Leonore
Romero, daughter of Hon: Eu
gene Romero, primary teacher.

Mosquero, N. M.
March 1st, 1821.

Spanish-America-

THE MONEY BUSINESS
Carefully cultivated habit will boost man ot
woman successward in financiering just as surely as natural ability.
"

The school boy who saves with determination
will be among the moneyed men of tomorrow,
and the young man who has learned to save will
become the sane
business man or
level-head- ed

.

investor.

'
.

We invite you to make use of an account at
the Gtizens Statr Bank during the saving period.

,

The news that Roy
to have the County High School was received with much enthusiasm in the school.
We expect a large enrollment
in the High School next year.
This week has been examina-- ,
tion week on several subjects.
was-goi-

-

Editor: '

This stuff seems like ancient
history when we read it in print
ten days alter it was created,
still, the last issue of the
needed no apoligy save for its
delayed bornin.
All is quite in the valley this
week, weather just like summer
grades on Washington's birthplowing ana everything spring
day.
?

v

CITIZENS STATE BANK

ng

Mills, New Mexico

n

MILLS and VICINITY
'

r

Deár Sir:
y.
.
In the last 'issue of your va
lued paper" an article appeared
under the caption "Mosquero
squibbmg in
and Vicinity
a measure that Doctor McKin-newas antiquated account of
,

y

no automobile to cover r calls
made in this territory) Author
of the ' above squib is beyond
a doubt a comedian of the mail
order house type and does not
belong to the observant tribe
Fortunately Doctor McKinney
has an automobile and is always
at the beck and call of the sick
and distressed at all hours both
day and night. Trusting you
will favor us by giving this article publication and knowing
your paper stands for fair play,
I am,
As ever,
E. Burleson

WEATHER FORECAST

James Lloyd of near the new.
county seat called on the b.-Saturday and paid for 1921. Jim
has good words for the paper
like the rest of the readers.

Groceries!
Grocereis!

W. L. Brockman of Mills was

transacting business in Roy Saturday. W. L. sells Stark Bros,
fruit trees and reports that a
large number of orchards will
be planted this year on the

THE KIND YOU WANT

mesa.

We receive fresh groceries daily, hence you make no
mistake when you buy them of the

to pass the House and get the
Gov's, O.K. There is little real,
opposition to it here. It is believed this is a just measure
and will end for all time the
county seat fight in Mora Coun
ty and leaves a mighty good
county still on this end.
Personally we are pleased
with the comity arrangement.
not merely "because this arran
gement makes for the full and
complete developement of the
Mesa, and is fair to the Union
County territory in the new
county.
The County High
School at Roy will be the means
of adding a large resident. population to the town that no court
house would do. A county seat
merely brings in á few politicians and other undesirable
citizens, to a town temporarily
while the ...School, will bring
a desirable class of people to
locate permanently.
(Mr. Ogden, how, would you
like to live in the new County.)
Our vision is of the Roy Mesa
with a consolidated graded school at every town along the E.P.
S.W. road and a fine School Buil
ding and grounds for each, and

T. A. TURNER

These balmy davs remind us

that the, good old summer time

will soon be here. ......... r:
W. P. Merricle who has been
Sick for some time is not impro

ving as much as his friends

would like to se.e
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Albertson

were Sunday dinner guests at
the C. C. Fry home.

Rev. D. Q. Owen, J. E. At- wood and William Prator were
in Mills Friday to meet Rev.
Messar a presiding elder of El
Paso, who will hold conference
at Texas Valley school house

Evidently the
near Kephart.
people around there believe in
Christianity as well as farming.
Harry Lammon of Gladstone
was transacting business with
the Mills merchants Saturday.
Geo Cochrane had a very sick
horse in Mills Saturday. Several remedies were 'tried but all
in vain as she died about 11
o'clock that night. We call that
hard luck.
Mr and Mrs. Toisón of Mo.
arrived Friday and expect to
make this their future home.
They will live on the K.C. Morris farm. Mrs. Toisón was formerly Miss Mary Morris and
will be remembered byher many
friends here. -

March 5th, east wind; gathering clouds, and from 6th, to 10
a severe snow storm, two chances out of three will cross the
mesa; more or less fog 8th, to
9th; This may prove one of the
hardest spells on stock of the
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Belknap
winter, 11th,' and 12th, changeable with increasing wind and took Sunday dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. C. F. Leonhard.
threatening weather
Harry Lammon is loading
T. H. Polaski
Mills, New Mexico. a car of fat hogs which he will
ship to Denver.
Mrs. A. B. Moon spent a few
NOTICE
days
last week in the country
been
The 1921 dog license has
due since January 1st. All dogs with Mrs. B. E. Moyer.
J. J. Lemon and family of
not tagged by March 15th, will
east
of town are moving to their
be killed if caught running at
large on the streets. .Get your new home near Gladstone. .
J. A. Baker left Friday wit'i
tag at once from the Village
imigrant car for Lubbock,
an
Marshall.
Texas, but says he will be back
J. G. Gambrell
in time for harvest.
Village Marshall
The Ladies, Aid met with Mrs.
Roy. New Mexico.
Ethel Harper last Thursday. Ice
?ream rnd cake vcre served,so
LOANS

It was. a most interesting program and evidenced much labor
and effort by both tsachers and
pupils. Guadalupita is not only
of course everyone enjoyed
the home of Hon. Jesus Pacheco
AND INSURANCE
IF IT'S IN THE GROCERY IENE WE HAVE
one of our best democrats and
thensekes.
I have opened a Real Estate,
IT. MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADMr. and Mrs. W. F. Eurris
fluent orators, but it is also the
and Insurance business in attended church services in
Loan
QUARTERS
WHEN IN MILLS.
home of a lot of pretty girls and
1
the. W. II. Willcox office and
smart boys, as we learned on
Sunday.
now ready to list your farms
am
.
T.
A.
Prop.
TURNER.
hall
large
this occasion. The
T.
J. Coonrod and wife of
and City property. .Also have Palmyra, 111. are here visiting
was crowded with interested
some very desirable farms for
New Mexico.
Mills.
patrons of the schools.
daughter Mrs. W. P. Mer- at excellent bargains. I have their
sale
highway
morning
the
Sunday
ticlc.
lined up with some of the best
crew commenced the heavy blasIf the Mosquero correrpendent
Insurance Companies doing bu- persists in writing of his "Menting on the last sector of the
siness- in the state and ask for
highway, the half mile just
we fear we will get the
a portion of your patronaga in tiras"
west of La Cueva. . The water
too,.
habit
any of the above business. We
was turned out of the mill race
are expecting quite a nu:nber of
and the shots for ; which they
immigrants this year and if you
LIBERTY.
have been drilling for weeks,
wil list your farms with us we
was
were set off. The result
arc sure to have buyers for
A number of the Rov Citizens
partly disappointing .to the
same in the near futvs.
SO
MAKE
WHY
NOT
TO
PREPARATIONS
were out last Friday evening to
to
road men who had hoped
W. H. McCarger.
HAVE YOUR HOUSE PEBIÍLEDASHED
sDeak to the natrons of the Li
throw the hill clear across the
berty District in the interest of
e
into the riverbed below
Dr. Self reports a fine baby the Consolidated Schools.
Wc
When having this kind of work done or any cement
instead hundreds of tons of
boy
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. anm'eciate the visit of the Rov
work, it will pay you to have it done by an expert workman.
loose rock was piled on the old
Henry Bayer out in the Fluti-ma- DeoDle. on this important mis
roadway and in theditch to be
neighborhod since the 28th sion and are glad to know that
on
mesa
the
dragged out. Many Mora people all the children
are. doing nicely. awake to the needs of this moconcerned
all
mo
modern
brought
in
to
them
drove down to the shene to witIT PAYS IN THE LONG RUN.
BROS.
BAUM
eleva
A
tor
hacks,
vement, and are progressive,
ness the shooting and its effects
old stand
Still
at
the
each
supply
at
and
station
tor
enouih to rally
and
Dr. and Mrs. Hoag are enjo
thy
With a line of self oiling to the support of this movement
ying a visit from the lady s mo- town, A creamery at one of
windmills, stock pumps, Oliver The boys and girls of the Liber
and the other things
ther who came this week for towns,go with
system
modern
Emerson implements, farm ty District, are as bright and as
and
the
that
a visit with them.
fanning com
wagons, "Z" type pumping oil worthy a class of children as
do
of
Assessor Tom McGrath and
Engines and ETC
interests.
will be found in the U. S. A and
family are settled in their fine munitv
Roy,
New Mexico.
j
already harped on my S
ACTIVE PRICES LOWER
'
have
I
we
are hopeful that they will
is
Tom
and
new home in Mora
developement of
THAN TnE LOWEST,
vision of
soon be able to have the best in"
starting farming. He is confi- this valley the
We are closing out our Auto an educational line and we be
until I doubt not you
dent nothing will ever induce are tired of it but, know that
and Tractor oils.
lieve the first step to it will be
him to break up housekeeping I am not the first or only one
BAUM BROS
thru the Consolidated Schools.
and move from here and we see who has béen dreaming dreams
NEW MEXICO.
ROY,
Mrs. Robert Holmes and dau
where he is right.
and seeing visions and also that
ghter
visited relatives at Roy
Mr. C. R. Blackburn of Raton
We are learning to. drive mou- these dreams are coming true
Mills the first of the week.
and
ntain roads now so that what with amazinz rapidity.
machinist and; manager of the
Mrs. Homer Parks who has
Publishing
Company
seemed bad roads when we
Raton
by
up
We admit we are scared
ill for the past few weeks,
been
Windcame down Saturday to help
first came are not at all scary the fierceness of your Mosquero
to resume her house- -'
able
is
now. AVe drove 9 miles around scribe. We had no idea he was
the S. A. force get their inter-typ- e hold
duties.
in
regulated and in working
to Savoya valley. Sunday and so jealous of that little old title
C. L. Justice and family of
came back across four miles of his mental meanderings. but,
order again.,. Mr. Blackburn Roy visited
the parental Mitch'
is an expert on the Intertype
down the hill which was only it is just natural for us to use
line,
Sunday.
ell
home
and had the machine working
nice coasting.
r,
those
Hugh Mitchell is breaking sod
nicely in a few hours. He was
twin-si- x
words
The invitations we receive
C.L. Justice at Roy with
for
it.
accompanied ; on the trip by
from the I.O.C.F. organizations that he does'nt understand. In
tractor.
his
Willis K. Brown, Lineotype opeover there are seemingly meant material things we are as
Rev. McMillen of Solano prear,
rator for the Range, Theodore ched
The
to make us homesick.
as Ben is, we drive a
to an attentive audience
Kendnck. jobman,., and Garry
cary an Ingersoll watch,
events they invite to seem like
his closing anSunday
last
Heurmann, chief u clerk to the nouncements, in he
real "Doin's" and we regret hav- write on an Oliver, milk a Jerspoke very
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYtrainmaster of the Santa Fe
ing to miss them but the cold sey cow. ..keen Plymouth Rock
the
of
complimentary
The, boys enjoyed their outing
THING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
fact is that it is just as far from chickens and wear handmedown
very much aid were surprised
Mora to Roy as it is from Roy clothes, just as he does, but
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
The Messrs Coldiron. Messrs
to see Roy growing so nicely and
to Mora and it costs a lot to when it comes .to the realm of
MANY
AND
OTHER
Henry
THE
THINGS
COME
Slusher, Ray Mitchell
UNDER
THAT
found a much larger town than
make the trip either way, so we thought, we have to use six- '
Harry
Stuart, Tracy Mitchell
&
THIS
OF
WORK.
LINE
our-self
they expected to see. .
just had to deny ourselves. It cylinder words to express
two other friends visited
and
in the one .language we
is a matter of satisfaction to
Sunday.
Mr. James Christman returned Miss Irene Nowlin on family
proving
lodges
are
know to even up with Ben for
us that the
of
Mitchell
and
Joe
from .Sipe Springs Texas last
our contention, that the old his linguistic accomplishments
pleasant
were
the
View
Pleasant
Saturday and is getting everymembers were a drawback to in two languages. ,We warn
famiIF IT IS TO BE FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT.
thing lined up for his Bpring guests of B. R. Stuart and
Just see Ben now that if he comes over
Lodge prosperity.
Sunday.
ly
last
farming.
Jim has out a big
what they are doing since we heré in search of' trouble we
Remember we will have our.
crop
which is looking
wheat
in
the
had
entertained
fellows
will have him
left and the youpng
S. next Sunday afternoon, try
S.
"
expects
larg
to plant a
fine and
Hotel "Bias Sanchez which is
to get into the harness.
out, and help with the
coming
spring crop also. He says every
back of the Casa de Corta
We expect to be invited
just
will be advantegeous
work,
it
thing is quiet in the oil fields
to the big celebration that v ill but otherwise we will treat him
and to your com
yourself
to
low
price
of
crude
and
that the
be held there on the rr esa ' n like a brother.
.1
munity.
Successors to BAUM BROS.
oil has cut down the output
"Harding County" Í3 intror'd
Do you know, the sight of
....
J
to herpeople. Of course r v Albert Bacharack who was here
Roy,
New Mexico.
Lost from running board of
is written before the final O.K. last week was a real treat to us.
Judge Taylor and wife, Mr. car, one u.fcx.-- b volt uattery
is given the measure but it is If any of you Roy people want
Means and wife and Mr. Butler Lost on the. streets of Roy or
taken for granted hsre that the to go somewhere that you will
Clayton were Roy visitors near Roy. Return to
of
n
Mora
e
appreciate, just come to
formalities is allthereis
Monday
attending
and
re
the
see
.liberal
.receive
and
to
glad
the
not
passed
were
finished since the bill
and see if
ception Monday evening.
reward.
.
Senate and is morally certain you.
"

.

mill-rac-

GASH Grocery
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Spring Will Soon Be Here

far-siffht-

Let E. F. HENRY,

The Contractor

ve

it for you.

.

.

,

valve-in-he-

high-powe-

cross-compoun-

When you have Pump or
mill troubles or have any work
the Plumbers
call Judy and
Baker and they will fix

ad

d,

pie-be-

an

Fli-ve-

Spanish-America-

..
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JUDY & BAKER

T
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THE

"Walter Goodhue and family
HEY! $700 Cash will take
tave moved to Roy. from Mos- Equity in 200 acre3 of land
quero and Walter wil have Union County and located in
charge of the Seidel Dray for
,
and

my
in

the
the

the
of Sec.l,Twp.21 N.R. 28
E.N.M.P.M; Balance of $1900
"Mrs. S. B. Toweris reported
due the state in 26 year3.
on the sick list at her home east
Enquire at the S.A.Of fice.
of town.
N.E.1-4-

the present.

S.W.1--

4

S.E.1-- 4

SPANISH-AMERICA-

says that they are immense and
will probably be incorporated in
his inaugural address. Mr. W.J.
Bryan in answer to our wire
Miwnnpvn
"Ilrttir An rnn lito
Mentiras"? replied "I consider
your question, absolutely insulting , I never' drink any thing
stronger than grape juice". Mr,
P.nrleson states that the srreater

MOSQUERO MENTIRAS

Literary at the School House
was well attended, a good program rendered and a fine time
enjoyed by all.
District Court at Clayton convenes the first Monday in
March. This will probably be
the last time that our citizens part of his official proclamation
will have to travel a hundred
the postoiiice department
miles to attend court at their from
were patterned after the "Men
county seat.
tiras" and were equaly inteli-geWheat is beginning, to look
to the average reader".
fine. An abundance of moisFord telegraphed us
Henry
ture in the ground, warm spring
are incoparable. I am
they
"that
weather and the wonderful fer- planning to use them in my
tility of the soil puts as much
against the Jews. How
"nen" in the erowinff wheat as do you like our new Flivver?"
the bracing Mesa air puts in Irving' Ogden stated "Aw,' I
the farmer.
guess they'll do but- -, they are
Mr. andMrs. Albino Miranda
in a class with my "County
not
are the nrnud narents ofa boun
News" There now, I guess
Seat
cing baby boy bom on Saturday
hold you for awhile.
that'll
night, Feb. 26th. Mother ana
Quite a few people from the
child are both doing well under younger set attended a dance
the medical attention of Dr. D. that was given at the White
C.Gamble, the genial drug store home near the Big Lake north
man and local physician.
of Solano last Saturday night
Mr. Walter Cottingham, man- and report a most enjoyable
ager of the hardware store and time.
lumber yard of the Springer LuMr R.E. Trujillo who has been
mber Company made a business quite sick for some time is now
Saturday where
trin to Snrins-eable to be up and around again
he will spend Sunday and attend and attending to his duties in
to getting readyto take care ot the barber shop with the result
the rush of business that will that quite a few of the young
attend the boom caused by the men of the town are again cirlocating of the County Seat at culating among their friends.
Mosquero.
Mrs. Dr. McKinney'who has
A couple oí representatives 01 been visiting at Roy for a week
an Eestern financial concern or so returned to her. Mosquero
that has taken charsre of the Pe home in thru to prevent tho
cos Refining Company's affairs Doctors deteriorating into a con
were in Mosquero last week in firmed and pronounced old baterviewing the president ot the chelor with a chronic grouch.
comnanv andsome of the stock
The doctor insists that Harriholders. It is expected to have son will do as a substitute but
the company operating m tne that his 'cooking' is abominable.
near future and on a dividend
The corn sheller has been
paying basis.
busy
in our midst during the
The boom in Mosquero reaies-tnt- fi last two weeks. Mr. Farr from
has already started. Some near Roy is operating the shelof the more knowing, seing that ler and large crops of corn were
the selection of Mosquero as the shelled and prepared for market
permanent county seat was by Mr. Hubert West, Mr. Chas
practically assured nave Deen Sanger, Mr.E. L. Fuller and
trvino- to nick uo a few lots be
others. At one time it was thofore the boom actualy struck ught that com was not a proAttorney D.b. Dur- the town.
fitable crop but now it is taking
vin nnrrhased a business lot on
place as second only to
Main Stvet. Judsre Westfall of it's
y
and promises to
wheat
Solano also purchased a fine
crop out
wheat
crowd
the
lot opposite the noneer uar-- of it's position as the leading
Mr. S. Floersheim of
crop.
Roy, took an option on a large
Mr. Clyde Steinbaugh has
sevetract of land consisting ot
in his Ford Car and bouturned
ral blocks of lots. The Springer ght a nifty little Maxwell TouLumber Company also contrac- ring car from the Pioner Garage
ted to purchase several residen- We haven't learned the ladies
ce lots on which they intend to name yet but feel sure that
erect houses to rent or sell to there is reason for this trade,
those that will move into town a feminine reason beyond doubt.
in the near future.
It would seem that Solano is
Mr. P.nlin. nrominent attorney
a position to do some effecin
from Western Oklahoma, was tive advertising of town lots as
a business visitor in Mosquero she can say that "They are
last week, looking oyer the town located about half way between
Willi Í1VÍPW of locating here and
and the
the County Court-hous- e
practicing law as soon as the County
Not a bád
county seat is oeiimteiy
position, eh, what?.
hero. He was very favo
The editor of the Clayton
rable impressed with the future News comes cut with a vitrioof our little town and returned lic
.attack on our Union County
home to close out his business Senator, Hon; T. E. Mitchell.
there and arrainge to establish To the uninitiated Editor Smith
himself here for the future. would make it appear that Mr.
We hasten to welcome him to Mitchell was a professional ponnr midst as we are sure that he litician whose chief aim in life
will be a valuable acquisition to was to build up a powerful po
our population.
Those who
litical machine.
Tf lnnlfpH almost like the fall
the facts,
with
acquinted
are
of the year last week as heavily as is the editor of the News
loaded wagons ot wheat weie know that Mr. Mitchell is not
coming into town in a steaay
a politician, has repeatedly re
procession. The Mesa
to take a prominent pan
Company purchased a lot fused
is a man of considepolitics,
in
of the wheat that has been held rable wealth whose personal
by some of our farmers for business demands his entire atMr. II. T.
higher prices.
tention and who at the insisteMrs. Ella Osborn, and
nce of his friends consented to
others disposed of their wheat accept the nomination as a canWhile the price was not as good didate for senator only after
as that which might have been repeated requests and asurances
obtained shortly after threshing
that it was absolutely necessary
and caused the holders to suffer
that he make the sacrafice so
considerable loss it was good or
that our District would have
even better than the market a real member in the upper
realy justified. They received house whose influence would
cents per
An A dollar and fortv
vote and
our extend beyond a mere a motion
considering
bushel, which
second
to
ability
an
distance from market and the as was the case during the prooresent high freight rates wat pino- four vears. As for the
liberal price.
a
creation of the new county if it
We are surprised to note that increases taxation it but adds
t;ie publishers of the
a,Mitfnn1
to the already
still insist that our heavy burden carried by Mr.
not the rrinci- "Montivnc"
are
lli.V'li Mil
Mitchell and Mr. Gallegos but
pal part of the paper notwiththe people in this part
standing that we submitted ab- of the county a much needed
undant proof in the last issue. redress from county goverments
However since then we have se- that treat us as step cnnoren,
.
cured additional evidence as fó-- gladlv collecting all the taxes
Hows :
Wilson pausec that the traffic will bear in
Air Wnmli-nfrom his labors of sweping out
wornout typewriter ribbons and
scraps of paper from th white
Call
house long 'enough, to wire the
.

nt

pro-pogan- da

I have decided to discontinue Silver-

ware and will give you 20 pet. discount
I
to close out what I have on hands.
want to confine my stock to the most
staple Jewelry articles and take good

care of your repair work. Silverware
takes a lot of work keeping it clean and
with my large repair business which is
constantly growing, I feel that I cannot
give a stock of Silverware the attention
it should have.
My intentions aré to stay right here
with you as long as you want me and I
shall try at all times to give you a square
deal.

C.E.HOBSON
Your Jeweler
THE CITY MARKET
The best place in town to purchase
all kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats at the lowest market price.
We offer you both Quality and Service. Give us a trial and be

r

-

even-tual-

convinced.

A

The City Meat Market
D. M.

FINLEY,
New Mexico.

Roy,

TIRE
'

Tires
TIRES

Priced to sell

Goodyear
"Service Station"
ROY HARNESS SHOP

SERVICE
Whether it is electrical or mechanical
tractor or automobile we are prepared
to serve you. We have the best bat-

tery, equipment in Roy, and sell the
World's Best Battery, the U. S. L.
We have a complete line of repairs for
ALL Batteries regardless of make
. and all repairs carry the U. S. L. Eight
months adjustment guarantee.

-

--

High-Schoo- l"

esui-KiieViP-

rl

Pit-tma- n,

Spanish-America-

n

hm-do-

I. C. Dodds

With service on Electrical ahd Auto work in the U. S. Army l..llr.urincr mP'Wílff." "MaV I
' and faetory experience in the Rumely and Avery factories we can express my deep appreciation ol
For
vrmr "Mentiras" ana say uuu
assure you that your tractor can receive only expert attention.
1 scan them anxiously with theJ
hopes of ultimately unawjs I guarantee to get you there and
nf mv fourteen point?.
enmí
get you back.
that, worn mislaid at the Parir
Dodds.
Telephone
Peace Convention. Mr. Harding
tS--

Anderson Brothers

t

Auto Livery

order to build up other parts of
the country, and build roads
to certain nettv politician's nei

Martin W. White

ghborhoods. Both Mr. Gallegos
and Mr. Mitchell own some land Live Stock and Farm Sale
but they also own large tracts
of patented lands ahd had they
consulted their own personal
tastes and desires we would
have been denied a new county
Real Estate
for many years yet. But thank
God, the gentlemen are big
Route A
enough, and broad enough, and
Mills,
New Mexico
aside
to
cast
enough
unselfish
their own desires, and the know
ledge that it means a slightly WANTED;.. Milk costumers
increased taxation rate and Daily, delivery, also Butter,
grant the people that to which Buttermilk and Cream, drop
thev are rightfully entitled. a card to Cope's Dairy Box 115
Roy, New Mexico.
even though it conflicts with
their own personal interests.
b'&r Sale Several fresh cows,
All of which peeves the illugood
milk stock. - Why pay high
sions editor of the News who
price
for milk when I will sell
faHed to accomplish anything
you one on easy terms. See T.
same
while a member of the
O. Scott, 3 miles N. E. of Roy.
body where Hon: T. E. Mitchell
now wields considerable influ
FOR CASH
BARGAIN
ence and is actualy able to ac Quarter section level, black
complish something worthwhile. loam, every foot tillable. Three
Preaching was announced ior miles from Solano, five miles
the neonle of Mosauero at the from Mosquero.
Also 100 by
School Huse for Sunday after 150 comer in Tucumcari, near
noon and evening at which time new high school. Write J. E.
it was expected that Rev. Mas-o- f. Fischer, 900 Indiana Pythian
Montova. Baptist Building, Indianapolis, Indiana.
minister would preach, but for 4tpd.
some reason he tailed to arrive
although a large crowd had
CHURCH NOTICES
A reerular organiza
tion of the Baptists will soon be
Solano and Mosquero charge.
made i.nd steps taken looking
Sundav Schools: Every Sab
toward the build'ng of a Church bath morning, Solano and Mos
at Mosquero in the near future. quero 10 o clock, and iáradley
Mrs. Alfred Kress, who nas School house 2 p. m.
Preachme services : Mosquero
been iibsent for some time in
calwas
she
where
Oklahoma
first and third Sundays of each
led by the illness and death of month, 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.,
hM.'
mother returned to her and Bradley School House the
Mnpnnero home ".he first of the same Sundays, 3 p. m. Solano
week. She reports every thing second and fourth bundays, 11 a.
in Oklahoma as being rather m. and 7.30 p. m., and Liberty
slow, the country hard hit by School House the same Sundays,
the fall in the prices ot iarm 3 p. m.
.. ,
i
All are cordially invited to at
products, especialy cotton and
that, thev had a seventeen inch tend these services.
E. W. McMlLLEN, Pastor.
snow at Shawnee, during her

Auctioneer

j

.ill

.

stay there.
Mr. Walter Goodhue, has
moved to Rov where he will en
gage in the transfer business,
since .the arrival of the new addition to the Goodhue family he
feels that he has outgrown the
litlte town of Mosquero. A'3 soon
as the boom from the locati.cn ol
the county seat strikes here

TTfYR
A
S.ATE
Chevrolet
touring car, just overhauled and
in perfect condition. Will sell at
a bargain for cash, or on terms.
Edgar J. Floersheim.

Rep. Beck spent Saturday and
Sunday with home folks. He

that the

reports

Legislature

wil adjourn about the iJ,tn, oi
Goodhue will be moving back March.
1
for the reason that he feels
that Rov is not sufficiently
large to do justice to the new
heir.
,

What do you
think of those

I
WANTED TO RENT FARM
farm for I
I have a
acres
190
improved,
well
rent;
mile, I
School one-habroke.
20
miles
by
door;
and daily mail
I Ask the mad who owns one.
north of Roy and 12 miles east 1
Free booklet on request.
Extra good soil.
of Abbott.
of crop. Apply
Want
Pioneer Garage
at the Spanish American omce
Mosquero, N. M.
for contract or write direct to
Elbert Piper, Noble. Okla.
320-ac-

smart little

re

"MAXWELLS" I

lf

one-four-th

--

I

Salo

rw finnrl

Dndire car
fine condi- -

just overhauled, in
tion, call at Liberty uarage.

I

GOODYEAR TIRES
FORD PARTS
FREE BATTERY SERVICE

FISK

&

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIlinilllllllll'l

u. PHOTOS- - Until further

notice
open
on
I will have my studio
each
Mondays
of
Saturdays and
TO LEASE
7000-acr- e
week only.
improved
Well
ranch, six miles from Tucum-car- i, Mail your kodak work to us.
New Mexico; plenty of L. E. DEUBLER
water. Address Box 801, TuPHOTOGRAPHER
2tpd
cumcari, Jtf. M.

acres 8 miles N.E.
For sale-16- 0
Roy
water hole on place, pri2e
of
$15 per acre. W.J. Vance
Tucumcari N.M.

For Sale: 320 acre farm
about 10 miles east of Roy.
Fair house and other improvements; write, V.H. Ellard
Pittsboro, Miss.

PRE-WA- R

PRICES
at Liber? Garage
J. D. Campbell

and-- W.

L. Johnson

GUARANTEES
all work on automobiles and anything in gas or electrical lines.

We back up our work,80 cents' per hour.

'

JOHNSON AND CAMPBELL, Roy, New Mexico.

E. J. H. ROY
SURVEYING AND MAPPING

County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department of the
Interior, Contests, etc.

.

THI

YOUNG GIRL

Southwest

FINDS RELIEF

From All Ovar

Wants to Tell Other Girls
All About It
c..nñl1a
'

reara

"T am
old and have been bothered for
crífK
nntWn mvu
i several iiiuiiwio
irregular periods.
Every month my
back would ache and
I always bad a cold
and felt drowsy and
sleepy. 1 work in a
millinery shop and I

Vrtnhla

Con.

pound advertised and had heard several
women tanc oi it, so momer gol me
some. This Vegetable Compound is
wonderful and it helped me very much,
so that during my periods I am not now
sick or drowsy. I have told many girls
about your medicine and would be glad
to help anyone who is troubled with
.similar ailments. You may use my testimonial as you like."--Stel- la
Second St.Evansville, Indiana.
Some girls lead lives of luxury, while
others toil for their livelihood, but all
are subject to the same physical laws
and suiter in proportion to their viola
tión. When such symptoms develop as
irregularities, headaches, backaches,
bearing-dow- n
sensations and "the
blues, girls should profit by Miss
experience and give Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial
Linx-WILER- .6

Linx-wile-

128 MAm:ora
for Ton,

I have a banuls
W. L, DoOLOW'S

rs

jacks
snick.

noma

JACK TABU

act jupias, laws

Ridiculous.
Is papa going to die and

"Mamma,

go to heaven?"
"Of course not, Bobby. Whatever
put such an absurd Idea Into your
head?" American Legion Weekly.
man to stop
horse than his wife's

It's easier for a married

runaway
tongue.

OLDTGO SOON?

GROWING

Is backache wearing you oat making
you feel years older than you are? It'i
you find it hard to keep going? It's
time, then, you looked to your kidneys.
A cold, or overwork may have weakened the kidneys and brought on that
nigging backache and sharp, piercing
paint. Don't wait! Strengthen the
weakened kidneys with Coon's Kidney
Pnt. Doan's have helped thousands.
They should help you. A$k your
neighbor I
.

A Wyoming Case
James Jeffs, Ave.
"A" No. Evanston,
Wyo., says: "I was

nM

AV í
iitlh

L-lift

taken with a severe
attack of
backache. It was
i
i ..
...i.
me to stoop over or
the liarhtest

I saw
JSf iwelrht.
3 Doan's
advertised
m I PI Us Kidney

if' VII7
HI

.HMt

Wtt8

Burprl8ea

at

the quick relief they brought me. One
box cured me and the cure has been

permanent"
Ut

Do-a-

ASPIRIN

MANY KILLED IN

Nme "Bayer" on Genuine

TRñlfí

New Mexico
and Arizona

NEW

YORK

ft

at Any Stan, 60e a Bot

DOAN'S WAV

FOSTER M1LSURN CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.

mm
cigarette

CRASHES

(ñ
A Nervous Wreck
Following LaGrippe
Erksville, Mo. "I had a severe ease
of the la grippe and did not get along well
alterwara: it kii ma
weak and a nervous
wreck. I could not do
anything. I went on
this way for some time,
I juat could not get back
my health.
I took
imany medicines out
At
without resulta.
flirt I began taking
Dr.
Pierce
s
Favorite
i
and it
Proscription
soon built me up and
gave me strength and I felt like a different
person. Women who want a gooa meaicu
will find it in 'Favorite Prescription.' ,
MRS. A. SHAIN. 402 W. Illinois St.
"Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
contains no alcohol or narcotic, and is
sold by all good druggists in both fluid
and tablet form. Send ten cents to
Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo,
í. Y., for a trial package of tablets.
.

Shave With

Cuticura Soap
The New Way
Without Mug

CENTRAL

For Infants and Children.

TRAIN
--

THROUGH

MICHI-

-1

nff-

Mothers Know That

GAN CENTRAL.
(Western Newapwwr Union New,

Smlct.)

Jose Mendoza, Mexican, was shot
and killed by Tony Graeger, ranch
man, near Arlington, Ariz., when It ap
Take Aspirin only as told in each
peared Mendoza and two other Mex package of genuine Bayer Tablets of
icans were holding up Groeger and two Aspirin. Then you will be following
young women who were In an automo- the directions and dosage worked out
bile.
by physicians during 21 years, and
'
Frank J. Barry, a prominent attor- proved safe by millions. Take no
ney, was stabbed In the left arm at chances with substitutes, if you see
Nogales, Ariz., during a fight with one the Bayer Cross on tablets, you can
without fear for Colds,
of four Mexicans who were robbing take them
Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
his home, a report to the sheriff's of- Headache,
Lumbago
and
Toothache,
Earache,
fice said. The robbers were put to
flight after looting the house aud get- for Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve
also
ting a small amount of money and a tablets cost few cents. Druggists
Aspirin
the
larger
is
sell
packages.
few- Jewels.
trade mark .of Bayer Manufacture of
The low cost of living is making it- Moooaceticacldester of Sallcyllcacld.
self felt In Cochise county, Ariz., ac- Adv.
cording to Miss Beulah Coon, supervisor of home economics In the state
Clowns to Jail In Petrofjrad.
According to the energetic Aftonbla- department of vocational training, who
said seventeen school teachers of det of Stockholm, the circus still exDouglas are being served complete ists even If it does not flourish In Pe
luncheons by the home economics girls trograd. At a recent exhibition two
clowns engaged in the following patof the Pirtleville school for 25 cénts.
The Masonic Grand Lodge of New ter:
"Where have you been for the last
Mexico elected officers for the ensuing
year as follows : Grand master, Fran- week?"
"Looking for firewood."
cis E. Lester of Mesilla Park; deputy
"Did you find any?"
grand master, Lucius Dills, Santa Fó ;
"Sure thing."
senior grand warden, Joseph Gill, Clay"Let me see it"
ton; Junior grand warden, John W.
"I will If you promise not to touch
Turner, Silver City; grand secretary,
It." With that he took a match from
A. A. Keen, Albuquerque, and grand
behind his ear.
treasurer, Solomon Spitz, Santa Fó.
Both clowns were locked up by the
Henry L. Peterson of the school soviet police.
board of Chandler, Ariz., has been Informed that the sale of $170,000 worth
RUB OUT SORENESS
of school bonds had been approved by
the attorneys of the bonding house. Sprains, Backache With Old
St JaThese bonds had been sold about two
cobs Oil.
weeks ago to a Chicago concern and
their acceptance means that the work
Back hürt you? Can't straighten np
of proceeding with the building of the
feeling - sudden pains, sharp
without
new structures can go forward at once,
aches and twinges? Now, listen! That's
The Demlng, N. M. representatives lumbago, sciatica, or maybe from a
of the Winchester Arms Company have strain, and you'll get blessed relief the
been notified that Miss Anna Page of moment you rub your back with sooththat city has won the marksmanship ing, penetrating "St. Jacobs Oil!"
medal for the state of New Mexico In Nothing else takes out soreness, lamethe Junior Winchester Rifle Corps ness and stiffness so quickly.
You
competition which was held through
simply rub It on and out comes the
out the United States and Canada pain. It Is perfectly harmless and
during the month of January, and the doesn't burn or discolor the skin.
compilation of the scores has Just been
Limber up! Don't suffer! Get a
completed.
small trial bottle from any drug store,
The highway department of New and after using it Just once you'll forMexico awarded the contract for the get that you ever had backache, lumbridge over the Rio Grande at Espan
bago or sciatica, because your back
ola to the J. V. Striker Construction will never hurt or cause any more misCompany. The company's bid. was ery. It never disappoints and has been
$44,700. The bridge will be a concrete recommended for 60 years. Stop drugstructure and will resist the floods ging kidneys ! They don't cause backthat have battered the woodenStruc
ache, because they have no nerves,
ture now In place at that point. The therefore can not cause pain. Adv.
contract calls for completion before
Slow Gun.
the flood season.
son of a prominent
The
The attendance during the present
year at colleges and universities has advertising man said to his father,
faincreased out of all proportion to the "Papa, what is a slow gun?" His
know
what
I
replied,
"John,
don't
ther
increase of population. It is also out
of all proportion to the facilities for you mean."
"Oh, yes, you do. You told mamma
the accommodation of Btudents. Ari
courting was to be the slow gun
that
In
Unifact the
zona is no exception
versity of Arizona is an outstanding In Indianapolis when all those visitors
example of the rapid growth of a state came here,"
It dawned on the father that the
university. Compared with other state
"slouniversities the percentage growth Is child referred to "courtesy" and
gan."
remarkable, being 97 per cent.
The Supreme Court of Arizona upheld the Judgment of the Superior A
Court of Yavapai county which con
victed Clarence Sage, former mine
You naturally feel secure when you
guard, of a statutory charge. In con
know that the medicine you are about to
nectlon with an nttack alleged to have
take is absolutely pure and contains no
been committed upon a young woman harmful or habit producing drugs.
been,
married but
In Jerome. She had
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp.
was a minor. Sage was sentenced to Root, kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
Three other men,
life Imprisonment.
The same standard of purity, strength
Including two Jerome policemen, were and excellence is maintained in every
convicted In connection with the same bottle of Swamp-Rooalleged offense.
It is scientifically compounded from
Hundreds of acres of apple trees are vegetable bTbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
being uprooted In the Pecos valley In
teaspoonful doses.
New Mexico. Most of this apple
It is not recommended for everything,
orchard land will be given over In the
It is nature's great helper in relieving
many
great
land
future to alfalfa, a
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladowners seemingly being convinced that der troubles.
alfalfa pays far better than apples.
A sworn statement of purity is with
bill In every bottle of Dr. Kilmer a Swamp.
A drastic
troduced In the House would prohibit Root.
If vou need a medicine, you should
cigarette smoking, possession of cigar have
the best. On sale at all drug stores
or
their
making
for
ettes or materials
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
Kan
transportation Into the state of
However, if you wish first to try this
sas. A fine of not less than $50 or creat preparation send ten cents to Vt.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
more than $100 Is provided.
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
ComRefining
Mexico
Salt
New
The
mention this paper. Adv.
pany held Its annual meeting at Mountalnalr when eight directors were seDesired Privilege.
lected for the coming year and plans
"Well, what did you think of my actwere made for the developing of the ing?" asked an amateur player of a
salt Industry In the county on a large truthful but diplomatic member of the
Many prominent men of the audience.
scale.
"I can say this," replied the spectaU. S. Senator Jones,
Including
state,
frankly. "I have a friend who I
tor
have become interested in the com
am confident would have given $500 to
prospects
future
for
the
pany and the
have heard you."
are bright. The company owns tne
"Who is it?" asked the embryo
the
Is
located
upon
which
grant
Salina
Booth, highly pleased.
val
Estancia
famous salt lake of the
"Well, you wouldn't know him. But
ley, where the Mexicans got their salt he's deaf as a post." American Le
300 years ago and hauled It to many
gion Weekly.
points In Mexico overland.
Many of the farmers In the vicinity
Cuticura Soap for the Complexion.
of Artesla, N. M, will plant from three Nothing better than Cuticura Soap
to four hundred acres of whent this dally and Ointment now and then as
season and there Is now talk of erectneeded to make the complexion clear,
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
ing a large flour mill there. J. P. Bar
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
ton, one of the big growers ot tne vai
ley, predicts that wheat will soon be Cuticura Talcum and you have the
Cuticura Toilet Trio. Adv.
the principal crop of the Pecos coun
try.
Further Remarks Suppressed.
Maricopa county, Ariz., will get full
pre(making a surprise call to her
Girl
and
Interest
accrued
face value,
sweetheart over the telephone) Hello,
mium, as provided In the sales contract, for $3,000,000 worth of road dearest I
He Hello! Who Is this, please
bonds sold to a bond purchasing firm
York Sun.
some months ago.
.

Feeling of Security

t.

Its toasted

WRECK

sil

TnH

went to work every
day, but felt stupid
and would have such
cramps. I had seen
Lydia E. Pinkhara's

.

News
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New

Genuino Castoría
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DEAD III COLLISION

Always
Bears the
Signature

ENGINEER

FAILED TO SEE SIG
NAL AS TWO TRAINS RUSH

TOGETHER.

of

(Wenen N'ewquper Union Newi genio.)

Porter, Ind., Feb. 28. Tl.lrty-thre- e
were killed In the collision
here of New York Central and Michigan Central trains.
New York Central train No. 151,
New York and Boston to Chicago,
ploughed through Michigan Central
train No. 20, Chicago to Detroit and
Toronto, demolishing a wooden coach,
a combination passenger and baggage
car, and killing or Injuring practically every person in it.
The wreck occurred at a lonely
Junction point about fifty miles from

MavScfcfiissanss

persons

2"

Use

' For Qvor
fgytoSanaJíl

Chicago.
It was two hours before the first
relief train arrived and only efforts

of volunteer fire fighters prevented
many of the Injured from being burned
to death.
The accident was caused, according
to railway officials, when the Michi
gan Central train crew failed to observe stop signals at the intersection
of the two roads, and was thrown
onto the New York Central tracks from
,
the derail switch.
It was stated that the MIchlgnn
Central train should have stopped aud
allowed the New York Central train
the right of wny.
Both the engineer and firemen of
the Michigan Central train are being

Dead After Using Kerosene.
Des Moines, la. Mildred Milllgan,
17. was burned to death here when ker
osene exploded which she threw on a
fire In the kitchen stove. Loralne Milllgan, 15, a sister of the dead girl, Is In
a local hospital In a serious condition

Germany Gets Tool Trade.
Rotterdam. German manufacturers
of steel tools have practically driven
American tools out of the market in
Holland, according to statistics com
niled bv the United States consul. Pre
vious to the recent industrial renais
sance In Germany, nearly 90 per ceni
of this trade was In the hands of the
Americans. The change Is largely due,
according to Consul General Anderson,
to the favorable money exchange con
dltlons prevailing so long as the mark
Is low nod the dollar high.

tm currara

oamun . MCW TO

CITY.

TJ8B

Spohn's Distemper Compound
Twentr-sl- s
to break It up and Set them back In condition.
years' ue has made "Spohn's" Indispensable In treating- Coujhs
and Colds, Influenza and Diatemper, with their resulting- complications, and all diseases of the throat, nose and lungs. Acts
marvelously as a preventive, aota equally well as s curs. (
cents and 11.16 per bottle at drug stores.
Goshen, Ini,
BPOHN MEDICAL COMPANY.

Kill. That Cold With
IF

.áWwaV

wv

QUININE

CASCARA
FOR

Colds, Cou(hs

VVH&O

AND

OMV

Grippt

L

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Take oo chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first i
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours Relieves
Grippe in 3 days Esxslltnt for Hsadache
Quinine in this form does not affect the head Cascan is beat Tenia
.
Laxativa He Opiata in Hill's. -

,

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

IT

Pure, Rich Blood Will Keep
Your Body Vigorous and Healthy;

ditch.

Donates Half Million.
America's relief fund
for China's starving millions received
$500,000 from the Rockefeller fortune,
Half was contributed by J. D. Rockefeller, Jr., and the other half came
from the Laura Spellman Rockefeller
fund, It was announced by the Amerl
can committee for China's relief. The
contributions now total $2,710,759.

m

HOESES COtJGHDíGT

;

Rockefeller
New York.

ti am

titt

Exact Copy ofWrappat.

tral train lay across the tracks of the
New York Central," he said.
"The New York Central train ap
proached at nearly fifty miles an
hour, and was so close before the
Michigan Central train was thrown In
Its path that the frantic efforts to
stop the train were unavailing.
"The crash demolished two coaches
of the Michigan Central train and laid
both engines In a tangled mass In the

Gets $25,000 Share in Estate.
Memphis, Tenn. Miss Mollle Quirk
of Milwaukee, who In support of her
claim to a $400,000 share in the estate
of the late Patrick Kallaher, Memphis
land owner, detailed a courtship extending over two decades and cited an
alleged agreement that she was to in
herit the bulk of his fortune, was
awarded $25,000 by a Jury in Federal
District Court here.

- WIT""

I-

"

held.
When the Michigan Central train hit
the derailing switch at the cross-oveIt ploughed across the ties for more
than 300 feet and stopped with the
wooden conch In the path of the New
York Central train.
The heavy engine struck the coach
at an angle, ground it into splinters,
left the rails, ploughed a hole in the
earth and turned over on Its side.
Anthony Foster of Porter, who was
standing 220 feet from the crossing
when the wreck occurred, said he was
attracted by the screeching of the
brakes on the Michigan Central train.
"I was horrified when I saw the
New York Central train approaching
at high speed as the .Michigan Cen

"The injured were rushed to Mich
lgan City and scattered through private homes."
The fireman was pinned beneath his
engine and scalded to death, and the
engineer died two hours later.
Most of the injured were passen
gers on the New York Central train
who were thrown from their seats
when the emergency brakes were ap
plied.
The dead were practically all pas.
sengers In the demolished day conch
and were mostly residents of nearby
points,

'

ü T ft
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Thirty Years
ii h u h iiy

When impurities creep into your precaution to keep the system in

a

blood the first symptoms are usu- vigorous condition so as to more
ally a loss of appetite, followed by easily resist disease to which every
'a gradual lessening of energy, the one is subject S. S. S. is without
system becomes weaker day by an equal as a general tonic and sysday, until you feel yourself on the tem builder. It improves the appeverge of a breakdown.
tite and gives new strength and viNearly everybody needs
few tality to both old and young.
bottles of S. S. S the great vegeFull information and valuable lit
table blood remedy, to cleanse out erature can be had by writing to
impurities
year.
about
twice a
all
Swift Specific Co.. 156 Swift Lab
It is an excellent idea to take this oratory. Atlanta, Ga.

WSiat to D for

Mrtoei Stomach'
CARTERS

ITTLE

VER
4 PILLS

Take a good dose of Carter's little Liver
Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
You will relish your meals without fear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They tnJ th mbeiy of CorotlpaHm.

&&&C

Saun PiDj Small Dsss; Snaafl

D. W. GRIFFITH'S

it WAY DOWM
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The greatest wonder event known In the history of the
theater In all times. A mammoth motion picture spectacla
which Is breaking- all records In New York. Chicago.
Boston, Philadelphia and In all leading cities will ba
ahown at the

BROADWAY THEATRE
1 WEEK

Beginning Sunday Night March 6th

Matinees 2:3

'

- DENVER
1 WEEH

Nights 8:15
TWICE DAILY THEREAFTER
with special symphony orchestra brought direct from New
Qustav
Hinrlcbs;
also wonderYork and under direction of
ful stage and lighting effects used for gorgeous
loa
overwhelming
cenes, for terrifying bllzsard and an
gorge scene that baffles description these marvelous things)
eseffected by a special crew of twelve experts brought
pecially from New York.
NIGHTS AND SATURDAY MATINEE.
12 20 and Jl.ss
Orchestra seat
and 1
Balcony seats
o
Gallery seats
OTHER MATINEES
Orchestra seats
"
Balcony (first rows)
Balcony (balance)
1
Gallery
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY IN ORDER
. OF THEIR RECEIPT.
envelope.
Send money order and
contracts and fact thst
NOTE Owing to
DOWN EAST''
the production cost over 850.000.00. "WAY
will NEVER be Bhown other than as a
THEATHEATER ATTRACTION and at
TER PRICES. It will never be shown to motion picture
houses or small cities.
w
York HeraM.
"It is wea worth ten dollars a
ball-roo-

Prices
.

(Inclndlns
War Tax)

--

FIRST-CLAS-

FIRST-CLAS-

seat.--Ne-

S

S

THE

A Home Bank For Home People

SPANISH-ÁMERI-

C
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HARDING HAS
NOTICE OF SALE OF
CHOSEN CABINET
SCHOOL BONDS OF SCHOOL
DISTRICT NO-1OF THE CO.
President Hsrding has chosen
13
OF MORA, TATE OE N.MEX. the following men tor his cao-into help him guide the Nafor the coming four years:
NOTICE is hereby given, that I, tion
Secretary of State Chas. E.
the undersigned Treasurer.of the
Npw York.
County of Mora, of the State of
Secretary of Treasury An
New Mexico, will offer for ea!e drew W. Mellon ot renn.
Secretary of War John W.
and sell, at the Town of Mora,
of Mass.
Weeks
Mora County, New Mexico, on
Postmaster General Will H.
the 28th day of March A.D. 1921, Hays of Indiana.
Ten (10) Negotiable Bonds of
Secretary of the Navy Edthe Denomination
of FIVE win Denby of Michigan.
Secretary of the Interior AlHUNDRED ($500.00) DOLLARS
New Mexico.
each, of School District No. 1, bert B. Fall of
Secretary of Agriculture-He- nry
of the County of Mora, of the
Wallace of Iowa. .
State of New Mexice, Said bonds
Secretary of Commerce Herto become due not less than Tw- bert Hoover of California.
Secretary of Labor James J.
enty (20) nor more than Thirty
of Penn. and 111.
'
Davis
(30) years after date, and rede
The President and his cabinet
emable at the pleasure of the now have the nation's destiny in
School Directors of School
their hands, and the world will
of the County of Mora, await their future actions.
of the State of New Mexico, at
John Schneider and I. C.
any time after Ten 10 years
are new readers of the
Dodds
from the date of said bonds. Said S.-this week.
ill
bonds shall bear interest at the
rate of Six (6pct.) percent per
Dont' forget the F. A. Roy
annum, interest payable semi- salí March 15th. This will be
one of the largest sales ever
annually at the office of the
mesa, bales start
Mora County, New held on the
10 a. m. sharp. Big lunch
at
Mexico, in the Town of Mora, at noon.
New Mexico, said bonds will be
W. H. Willcox and wife spent
sold to the highest bidder therefew days in Roy from their
a
for, for cash. Provided however,
at Wagon Mound. They
ranch
said Treasure, cannot accept report
that they are enjoying
any bids for said bonds which ranch life very much.
is less than Ninety (90) cents
. FORD OWNERS
G. B. Hall and wife and daugh
on the Dollar
grade mohair top
Best
ter Leora returned Friday from
touring cars only
cover
for
DonR. Casados Treasurer of a several months visit with relto fit
guaranteed
atives in Kansas and Oklahoma. $11.50;
Mora County NewMexico.
defy
We
mailorplease.
Mr. Hall tells us that his you and
ngest brother died while he was der competiton on these
visiting in Oklahoma and that tops.
he was able to attend the fune125
acres
320
sale,
acres;
For
PIONEER GARAGE
.
Dates at this office.
and this sadnss marred the
ral,
in wheat, good house and well; pleasure
MOSQUERO
MEX.
NEW
of the later part of his
ail fenced and crossfenced.
visit.
Wheat and all goes for $10,000
Mr. and Mrs. Hall and Leora
if taken soon; want part cash, too were all very glad to get
Etna Floersheim spent SunMessrs J. O. Green of Clayton day with her parents in Roy.
will give 5 years on balance at back to New Mexico again, and
7 percent from date. Only 4 and report that the Mesa looks bet- was attending to business mat Etna is a student of the Springter to them than it ever did.
ters m Roy Saturday. '
er High School.
one half jnilesof Roy; this is a
bargain. Enquire at the Spanish
Ameridan office.
,

et

A bank account

comfort.

F.O.B.

drives away worry and brings

It is the

,

beacon light pointing

pathway to peaceful old age.

start an account at our bank.

out the

o

dollar will

One
.

;

V

Surplus

Dist-rictNo-

,

$36,000.00

.l,

Á.

Joe Gilstrap of Maxwell was
in town last Wednesday.
Joe
tells us that he has sold out his
telephone business at Maxwell
and will move to Las Cruces in

the near future.

LOST: Between P.O. and
Beck Motor Co. or Bap-

tist Church a ladies wrist
watch and chain. Initials RID
in back. $5. 00 reward for
to S. A. office.
re-tua-

n

Geo. Jackson

who had been
C. II. Crews is the new butfriends in the north cher at the Roy Trading Co. Mr.
part of state returned home Crews comes to Roy from
Tuesday.
and is an experienced butcher having had 15 years exL. W. Wilson who has been perience. Mr. Crews and wife
in Santa Fe the past few weeks will move to Roy and make their
in the interest of the New Coun- future home here.
ty returned home Wednesday.

visiting

De-mi- ng

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
C. R. Bagwell who has been
of the Interior,
with the Service Garage and U. S.Department
Land Office at Clayton, N. M
J. E. Busey Co. for the past Prepared by AJMcD.
several months has moved his
February 17, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
electric shop to the W. R.
Arguello, as Guardian of
s
Oil Station where he will
Belarde, Amadeo Belarde and
be prepared to do all kinds of Petra Belarde, mifcor
children of Filoelectric work. Watch the S. A. mena Belarde, of Albert, New Mexico, who, on August 23, 1912, made
next week for his ad.
Bra-shea- rs

Ray-mun-

d

Leon-ire-

J. C. Bowen left for Colorado Springs, Colo. Tuesday to
join his wife where they will
visit for a few weeks and later
go to Lima Ohio for a visit.

Wanted; To buy a Second
aphand collapsible
e
ply at Spanis American
or phone 3 on 25
Mrs.C.A. Strawn
go-ca- rt

off-ic-

Roy, N.M.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
BUY ONE.

BANK OF ROY
Capital and

TORDSON

?yj

BECK MOTOR
COMPANY

Tre-assure-

Roy, New Mexico

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.

Homestead Entry, No. 014998, for
Lots 3 and 4 and S NW
Section
5, Township 20 North, Range 29 East
New Mexico Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make proof for
the minor children of said entrywo-man- ,
both parents of said minors being deceased, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F.
FOR SALE
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Hatching eggs. English Barren
Roy, New Mexico, on April 13, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
S.C.W. Legorns. Heavy laying
A. F. Chavez, M. A. Chavez, Jr.,
Simona Arguello, and J. P. Arguello, strain. $1 per 15: $6 per 100
all of Albert, New Mexico.
A. N. Brooks
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mosquero N. M
'
Register.
.

Groceries!

Groceries!

THAT'S WHAT WE SELL

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobacco3
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

UP

TO-DAT-

E

SODA FOUNTAIN

As the prices go down on the market we go down
with our orices so vou are alwavs assured of buving
your Groceries at the very lowest prices when you
rraaewitn us.
We always pay the highest market prices for produce and cream,
Get in the habit of making bur store your headquarters when in town and you will never regret it.

All the Popular Drinks and Ice3. Hot Drin ks in season.

News stand,

All

- WATCH THIS SPACE

the late3t Magazines and daily papers.

EVERY WEEK.

-

S. E. PAXTON GROCERY CO.

ESTABLISHED 1908

"A Square Deal Every Day"

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(Proprietor.)

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

By Charles Sughroe
Western Newipipcf Union

More Truth Than Humor

